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Tlhé Fort SiiMner Review
VOL. 3.

FORT SUMNER, GUADALUPE COUNTY, N. M., MARSH 18, 1911.
OF TIME FOR

EXTENSION

ESTABLISHING

RESIDENCE

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Department of the Interior,
Genera Land Office, Washington,
February 21, 1911.
Registers and Receivers, United States Land Offices. North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, Minnesota, Washington, Oregon, Arizona, and New
Mexico.

Gentlemen: The following in
structions are issued for your
guidance in the administration
of the act of Congress approved
February 13, 1911. "Extending
the time for certain homesteaders to establish residence upon
their lands" (Public, No. 357),
a copy of which is attached hereto.
The first section of the act applies to all homestead entries in
the States named made after
June 1K 1910, and in nuch cases
the entrymen are given until
May 15, 1911, to establish residence upon their claims. . It also
applies to soldiers' declaratory
statements filed in the States
named after June 1, 1910, and
such declarants are given until
May 15, 1911, to make their homestead entries and establish their
residence on the land. If any
payment is required to be made
in connection with the entry
under he declaratory statement,
as in the case of ceded Indian
reservations, the act also operates to extend the payment until
the entry is made.
The first proviso to section. 1
of tfie act "movides that
od of commutation or of actual
residence shall not be shortened.
Entrymen who have taken advantage of this extension can
not subnv commutation proof
until the. nave maintained substantially continuous residence
for 14 months from the date same
Was established; and in
the-neri- -

proof can not claim credit for
constructive residence for more
than 6 months prior to the date
actual residence was established.
Under the second proviso of
section 1 the act will not be held
to defeat the adverse claim of
one who has prior to the approval othis act made entry over a
soldier's declaratory statement
i
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the soldier for making entry and
establishing residence has expired prior to February 13, 1911.
Vn. titíjT it ha hoM in fnfaat n
contest against a homestead entry filed after the expiration of
six months from date of entry
and prior to the passage of this

act.
The second section of the act

Attorney Roy C. McHenry
Twenty Bryn Mawr college
made a three days trip to
l
gir's are in disgrace because they
POTATOES
last week, to see Mrs. Me-- I insisted upon wearing a modifiHenry who was ill.
cation of the harem skirt They
The man who desires success
in potato raising should select
Call
and see Arnfield the Tailor have been compelled to remain in
the best land on his farm for this Grover Pledger arrived frtym
their rooms and have been inforcrop. In the preparation of the El Reno, Oklahoma last Satur- now with that Easter order for
med
that their cases will be
Ladies
and
soil, backsetting is best, if posGents Easter line of
day.
attended to "wnen Dean M. Carsible. The sod should be double
clothing. The best in the city.
ey Thomas returns from her trip
disced as early as possible in the
See Welborn & Mann for real
Miss Lillian Williams, 'princi- abroad."
spring and harrowed after each estate, insurance and loans.
pal
of the public schools, was callrain as soon as dry enough to
J. D. MeCanneis planting .11 ed home, to Vaughn, Thursday
handle.
irrigation farmers this
If the weather is favorable, five acre tracts of land with fruit on account of the illness of her Portales
week organized a truck growers'
the potatoes should be plant- trees.
father.
ed as soon as possible after the
association. The farmers perCrutchficld & Baker will buy
20th of April.
The Ladies Aid Society wish to fected the organization by electGet good, clean, home grown your eggs.
thank the local papers for their ing S. H.Stinnett president and
seed, free from scab. I advise
in advertis- R. W. Jones secretary.
II. H. Ridsdale is building a hearty
some early variety; the Early
ing their china shower.
of Sumner Lake.
Ohio is good. If possible, cut house east
i
.
Sidney W. Cooper, a U. S.
Committee.
the seed potato so as to have
Eliminate all elements of
but one eye 1o a section. When
Drainage
Engineer, who has been
Mass
The
at the Catholic
readv to plant, plow (at least six cnance by insuring with vveioorn
here for the last eight or ten
Sunday
church
atwas
well
last
&
agency
Mann,
Sumner.
at
Ft
inches) and drop the potatoes
tended, Father Domingo of San days superintending and survey
into every fourth furrow. If
Wanted. Boarders in private
Antonio,
Texas was called here ing a drainage on the Earickson
furrows are narrower than 12 family; Inquire at Sunnyslde
land and says, that the first thing
by
Father
Halterman.
inches, drop seed into every fifth Drugstore.
i
the land owners should do in
furrow or so that the rows are
For Sale Poland-Chin- a
Boar those places where alkali has
One 80 acre tract for sale by
about four feet apart. Drop one Welborn & Mann.
I have a big boned Poland-Chin- a
appeared, is to make a surface
piece of seed potato in a place,
Boar for sale. Price delivered at waste ditch about two feet wide
left
S.
P. Marling and wife
averaging about 15 or 20 inches
Ft. Sumner depot $20.00. Is 18 and two feet deep.
for St. Louis Wednesday.
apart.
months' old, will weigh now about
This ditch he says should be- C. H. Ball a hardware sales- 300. His get can be seen at the
If one desires extra fine potagin at the point where the waste
toes, the ground should be plo'v-e- d man of Amarillo Texas was in Degraftenreid farm.
ditch east of Manzanares' 40
as deep as possible, and the town Wednesday.
F. N. Page,
acre ends, from there to run
potato seed covered not less than
Buchanan, N. M.
a few yards east of
six inches.
Field and Garden Seeds of all kinds.
40 then cross the
Mrs. R. Degraftenried was
As soon as through planting, Give us your orders and get PROMPT taken sick Monday and Mr. De- road and go through the western
service.
the land should be harrowed, and Roswell Seed Co., Roswell,
M graftenried was called by wire part of Mrs. Hadly's place and
harrowing should not be neglectfrom Alamogordo, where he had through a vacant 40 south and
Call and see our Spring Line of
ed after rains until the potatoes
through part of Degraftenreid's
been attending to business.
samples.
Ladies
Gent
and
are five or six inches high. Har40 then to pass across the
lower
NOTICE-Victor
reAnaya
A. Arnfield, the Tailor.
rowing should be done each time
part of Fullers place and
eastern
the party who took or
in a direction opposite to the last
If you want to rent a house see quests
through Carr Brothers' 80 and
of
stole
his
three
horses
make
to
previous harrowing. After the Welborn & Mann.
good use of them but to be sure across Judge Walker's place then
potatoes are up six inches, the
and
return them when through. west into the river.
harrow should be discarded and
Weather Report
Mr. Cooper also states that the
The egg of an extinct ostrich
the cultivator used after deep
only ttng that will save some of
Mch Maximum Minimum
sold for $100. The bird was 12
rain until the plants are in blrom.
10
82 deg. 37deg
low land will be a tile drainft., high, could run like- a deer that
The first cultivation should be
11 . W
41
age jjtiiich must be from five to
and kick like a steer. The Ft.
deep, but subsequent cultivations
12
75
33
six feet deep. Mr. Cooper left
Sumner Jewelers don't keep
'
should be ps shallow as possible
71
29
13
for Roswell yesterday where he
eggs or ostriches but have Eastto give results that is, kill the
14
70
' 84
has made his headquarters for
dyes
egg
er
weeds and keep the mulch. Cul
etc.
28
15
65
some time.
16
tivations oí the ripening- plant
39
76
,,
,,
The church social given last
The Ft Sumner Valley Farn
should not be so close to the
,0
Precipitation
Saturday evening was successAssociation will meet at the
ers
plant as in early growth.
fully conducted by the ladies;
The cultivator will always
in regifrd to the musical pro- Phillion Building at 2 o'clock all
both
I. Sums of Kansas' City, and
leave some weeds near the plants.
gram and the delicious lunch farmers are invited to attend
traveling
for a mercantile house
These should be cut out careful
served in the new china con- whether they are members of
Thursday.
town
was
in
ly, but the land should never be there
tributed by all who were present the Association or not.
Eggs for hatching, from choice and many others. The church
'hilled up," as the plants do
The principal discussions to be
pen Rhode Island Reds $1.50 per is now supplied with about 100
much better with leveled land.
brought before the farmers will
Potatoes can b produced on 15.
sets consisting oi a plate, cup; be the possibility of planting canM. L. Todd, Ricardo, N. M. and saucer.
sod land if dropped into the fur
taloupes and sweet potatoes on a
row of the breaking plow; pro
"St. Patrick didn't run the
ship- ovj
iv lunnt
Born to Mr. and Mrs. W. M. i .i fi,ys i3t.aic
vided, the land is soft or sandy; snake3 into the ocean, as many
ments by the car load.
boy.
March
on
17th,
a
Hunter
but with heavy soil the land suppose; he .ut 'malí in jugs
J. J. Wieman of Chicago will
Both the mother and baby doing
should be broken at least three and bottles." A. Clauson.
well, but the doctor says there is be at the meeting and probably
inches deep and then chopped
M. Dunn has been quite ill for very little hope of Bill's recovery can give the farmers the best
up with a disc. After discing
from this double shock of storks'
days.
information in regard to marketvisit and St. Patrick's Day.
it should be plowed about five the last few
ing their produce.
inches deep and the potatoes
For Sale or Trade
representing
R.
Mr. Wieman is looking over
R.
the
Archer
and
A
fine
stock
Prugs,
Jewelry
of
dropped into the furrow. The
newspaper Albuquerque Journal was in the the possibilities for opening a
Dry Farming Congress Bulletin. music, also an up
and job office, both all O K in a tine city Thursday and Friday.
commission house in Ft. Sumner
town and good country; Division R. R.
c
and if the farmers give
bled, that all persons who have hereto- station. Will trade for deeded land
I have quit work and don't
encouragement and backfore filed declaratory statements or near Ft Sumner or LaLande on ac- want any more jobs offered me;
ing there should be no trouble in
made homestead entries in the States count of the college write.
this means YOU.
uf North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebmarketing at good prices all
Dr. S. R. Razee.
(signed)
Dutch Henry.
raska, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Utah,
Curtis, Neb.
products of this valley.
RAISING

DRY

j

LAND

MENTION

LOCAL

Ros-'wel-

i

SEEDS-SEED-

S

-
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Wyoming, Minnesota, Washington, and
Oregon, and the Territories of Arizona
Crutchfield and Baker will deFebruary 13, 1911, to May 15, and Ne Mexico, where the period in liver the goods.
1911, to all homestead entrymen which they were or are required by law
A. E. Curren made a trip to Alunder such declaratory
or settlers in the Sutes named to make entry
statements or to establish residence ex- buquerque during Colonel Roosin the first section of the act. pired or expires after December first, evelt's visit to the "Duke City."
Entrymen who avail themselves nineteen hundred and ten, are hereby
John Taylor of Kansas City
of (his leave of absence can not granted until May fifteenth, nineteen
claim credit for residence during hundred and eleven, within which to has been in town all week and
make such entry or establish such resi- may stay here for several days.
the time they are absent under j dence
upon the lands so entered by
absuch leave, such period of
The Pecos Valley Hotel his
them: Provided, that this extention of
sence being simply eliminated time shall not shorten either the period added an additional new room
irom consideration in cases of of commutation or actual residence re- to accommodate its numerous
ither final or commutation quired by the homestead law: Provid- guests.
ed further, that this act shall not effect
j
proofs.
an adverse claim initiated prior to the
Miss Williams of Vaughn is
Very respectfully,
passage of the art and after the expiravisiting her sister Miss Lillian
Fred Dennet,
tion of the time allowed an entryman
Commissioner. for establishing residence on the land. Williams at the Pecos Valley
Sec. 2. That homestead entrymen or Hotel.
j
Approved, February 21, 1911.
settlers upon the public domain in' the
R. A. Ballenger,
Crutchfield & Baker for best
States and Territories above named be,
Secretary.
and the same are hereby, relieved from coffee in town.
the necessity of residence upon their
Public No 357.
Rev. Father Halterman who
lands from the date of the approval of
3. 8916.J
been sick at one of the Santa
has
hunMay
fifteenth, nineteen
An act extending the time for, cer- this act to
tain homesteaders to establish residence dred and eleven: Provided, that the Fe hospitals is reported to be
time of actual absence during the period improving rapidly.
upon their lands.
.Be it enacted by the Senate and named shall not be deducted from the
Wanted. A well driller at
House of Representatives of th United full time of residence required by law.
once; apply at this office.
States of America i C'erigres Msem- - Approved, February 13, 1911.
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NO.

suffic-cien-

grants a leave of absence from

WITH THE BIG

Fountain Show

SHALL THE SPANISH

LAN-

GUAGE BE TAUGHT IN
THE SCHOOLS OF NEW
MEXICO
BY

MISS ALRURA LUCERO

The Territory has undergone
many changes, politically and socially, it has solved many problems; and now, upon the eve of
Statehood, a new problem is being discussed in every hamlet,
village and city:
,
"Shall the Spanish Language
continue to be taught in our pub.
lic schools?"
.
f
It seems beyond all doubt that
New Mexico is soon to take her
place as one of the states, jn the
grand sisterhood of commonwealths of this mighty union.
That boon which for 60 long1 years
she has sought in vain seems now
within her reach, and to ajl appearances she has but to extend
her hana in order to gain it; yet
in her enthusiasm and eagerness
to obtain it, she must not forget that she has problems to
meet and solve such as no other
state ,eer had.
,
In order to understand this
problem thoroughly, let us state
the peculiarities of our achievement There is to the south of
this rich and vast domain a population of more than 60,000,000
people, all decended from the
Spanish Conquistadores. To the
north, are found the homes of
at least 90,000,000 of another
people, nearly all of Ahglo-Saxo- n
blood, speaking an entirely different language. t New MexicaiS-thmeeting ground of these representatives vt the UatHanfc and
Germanic races, and no one can
fail to see,, even now that their
amalgamation is but a question
of time. What the final outcome
of such a union will bé, of course
no one can predict with absolute
certainty, but if it be true that
history repeats itself under ah- alagous conditions, then we may
venture the prediction that a
new race will spring from such
a union that will far surpass
either of its factors in all those
traits and characteristics that
make man better fitted for high
responsibilities. The past his
tory of these two races is a record
of glorious deeds and notable
achievements.
Both have in,
their nature elements of great- -'
ness, and the union of the calm,
business like spirit of the Anglo-Saxo- n
with the sanguine, chivalrous enthusiasm of the Castillian
will be such a blending of all that
is best m human nature that we
fail to see how anything better
for the weal of humanity could
possibly happen.
A difficulty presents itself at
the very beginning, no matter
how eager ' one may be that a
new race should people these
plains and hills, his hopes will be
blasted if the essential means
efficacious to the desired, end.
One of these is the cultivation of
a thorough acquaintance, one
with the other the Anglo-Saxo- n
with the' Castillian the
'.

e

,

Anglo-Americ-

with the
How can this be done
Spanish-America-

unless each understands the

er's language?

FORT SUMNER

Tuesday, March 21 st,
at 2:00 and 8:00 p. m

n.

oth-

In New Mexico, English and
Spanish are the leading languages
of the territory. The English is
the language of the government
the national language, the, language in which the great bulk of
the business of the territory is
transacted.
The Spanish language, the language of the
Spanish-Americathe language
of the Cortezes, the De Sotos
and the Coronados, has been for
more than three centuries, the
(continued on page 8)
.

FORT SUMNER

FORT StTMNER.

REVIEW

LATEST NEWS
EPITOMIZED

NSW MEXICO

THE MONETARY

FROM

REPORTS
TELEGRAPHIC
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
EVENTS.

COMMISSION
EFFECT
TO
WILL ENDEAVOR
PLANS FOR THE REFORM OF
THE CURRENCY.

OF

MOST INTEREST

SPORT.
There is keen disappointment over
the retirement of Barney Oldfield from
the racing game for one year.
Bob Moha of Milwaukee was given
a popular verdict over Mike (Twin)
Sullivan of Boston at the end of a
bout in Milwaukee.
(ieorge
Hackenschmidt
defeated
Henry Ordeman and Dr. B. F. Roller
threw "Americus" in a double event
wrestling bill given by the Empire
Athletic Club in Kansas City.
Jack Brltton,
the Chicago lightweight, and Jake Barada, of South St.
Joseph, are matched to box fifteen
rounds before the Ribidoux Athletic
Club in St. Joseph, the night of March

KEEPING THE READER POSTED
28th.
ON MOST IMPORTANT
There is no change in the leadership
CURRENT TOPICS.
c
of the
rifle shooting
PARTISAN
WORK NOT
league as a result of matches for the
seventh week in Washington.
HarWESTERN
vard School of I,os Angeles, Cal., and
High
Morris
school of New York City
OPINIONS OF PUBLIC GENERALLY
Fire recently damaged
the Kush stil lare tied for the leadership with
AND OF FINANCIERS PARTICblock, a four-storoffice building in eight victories and no defeats.
San Francisco. The loss is $100,000 to
ULARLY TO BE SOUGHT.
Frank Gotch, world wrestling cham$150,000.
pion, has again stepped upon ihe mat
Of the $790,000 inheritance tax paid
after a year of idleness. Gotch "came
Washington. Plans for the reform to Utah by the Harriman estate, $750,-00e
back" and is displaying
skill.
Legisappropriated
will
by
be
prosecuted
the
currency
be
will
of the
It is said that the champion Is maka
capítol.
for
lature
Nationof
the
ing a farewell tour as his personal
with vigor by members
General Manager Earle of the El interests will not permit of further
al Monetary commission this summer.
Paso
announces
the
smelter
smelter
activities
in the athletic field.
will be
A campaign of education
will shut down on account of inability
Athletic activities at the Unlversit
started in behalf of a bill which prob- to get ore
from Mexico.
of Wisconsin are booming.
The apto both
ably will be introduced
A bill is pending in the Nevada Leg- pointment of John
R. Richards, the
branches of Congress in December.
islature giving a person condemned to
Wisconsin athlete, as football
Thus far the work of the commisdeath the right to choose between be- coach and the resumption of the seven-gaming hanged and taking poison.
sion has not been regarded as politischedule indicate that the Badgcal, and especial care will be taken
The fire that threatened to destroy ers may regain their former prominent
to avoid the Introduction of partisan the town of Douglas,
has place in intercollegiate football.
Alaska,
A majority been extinguished,
views in the campaign.
after it had deFOREIGN.
of the members who have been work- stroyed property valued at $100,000.
At Houston because
ing on proposed legislation are not
of Colonel
The Mexican revolutionists
have
now' members of Congress, and most Roosevelt's attitude toward Jefferson control of the railroad north, south
deJudge
G.
Davis,
Kittrell
Norman
poliof them are regarded as out of
and west of Chihuahua, according
comto a telegram to the Stae Department.
tics. This is particularly true of the clines to serve on the reception
mittee
when
arrives.
the
Colonel
English papers hint that unless th.i
chairman, former Senator Aldrich of
Colorado receivers of freight
will I'nited Slaies protects foreign inter
Rhode Island, who is expected to de- begin
in a few days to lecl the bene- ests in .Mexico, England
will be an- vote much time to the work in the fit of the
recent decision of the inter- pealed to and complications will en
coming year.
state Commerce Commission ordering sue.
Beginning with the hearing to be the railroads to reimburse 'them for
At Berlin, Germany, in a speech be
s
granted the currency commission by freight
along certain fore
the diet Chancellor Von
Association
Bankers'
lines.
the American
admonished
the curia
members
commission
22nd,
March
the
With the vicinity
of the wrecked that a persistence in the recent ten
engaged
obtaining
Dupont
actively
in
powder
mill at Pleasant dency to the issuance of decrees afwill be
views of the public. It is not con- Prairie, Wis., a waste of dismantled fecting Germany without previous con
homes,
the
action
of the resi- sulfation with the government, would
first
many
hearings
templated there will be
dents was toward elimination of the lead to retaliation.
In" Washington, but that several memmenace of powder works from the
More gruesome stories of the horbers of the commission shall visit the
county.
rors of the Chinese famine reached
large cities to ascertain the views of
'
Abraham Ruef, the former
San the state department from the consul
the public. The most extensive tour
the Francisco political boss, who h;is be- general of Shanghai, who sums up
will be made by Mr. Aldrich,
gun a fourteen-yea- r
term in the slate conditions at the beginning of Februauthor of the bill, which is expected
passing
to form the basis of any legislation at- prison at San Quentin for bribery, en- ary. One traveler reported
tempted. With one or two other mem- tered upon the routine of prison life. thirteen dead bodies in thirteen miles
being
on
After
shaved,
his Bertillon
the road.
bers, he probably will visit the South
measurements were taken and he was
At Ottawa,
Out., the reciprocity
and West.
put
in the jute mill.
to
work
agreement
was Indorsed, the loyalty to
seems to have
General approval
expen
success
The
of
Britain
affirmed, annexation
Great
been given to the Aldrich bill by the
public. Bankers seem to regard it as ments that have been iarrkd on for srouted, the development of Canad l
and friendship
between
In the nature of a legalization of the the last seven years by Denver for- proclaimed
farmer and manufacturer recommend ',
clearing house methods employed in estry headquarters in tile
time oí panic These methods for the sand dune territory of north central ed to Canada in the House of ComNebzraska, promises to reclaim lor for- mons by Sir Wilfrid I.aurier, prime
most part have proven efficacious.
purposes millions of acres of hfth- - minister of the dominion, in the first
Members of the commission are by est
no means committed to the Aldrich erto supposed worthless, desert areas speech he has delivered In the red
in several states of the West.
procity debate.
bill. It was brought out by Mr. Aid-ricAttacked by fierce mountain rats,
chiefly to give the country someGENERAL.
which, in search of food, had burthing tangible to work upon.
The views of the bankers are being rowed up through the snow lying
United
The
States army transport
waist deep on the ground, a force enBought, and, until they are received,
in repairing the break in Buford, loaded with provisions for the
it is not likely that individual mem- gaged
the lines of the Nevada & California femiiie sufferers in North China, has
bers of the commission will put themwas sailed for Chinkian, flying the penPower Company at Tonopah,
selves on record.
forced to quit work and fight off the nants of the National Red Cross, the
Many useful suggestions are ex- rodents.
None of the workmen was Christ tan Herald of New York and the
pected from the currency committee of seriously bitten.
Seattle Commercial Club.
the American Bankers' Association,
With a roar that was heard for fifty
President Taft in a speech before
and, through the ideals thus advanced,
miles, a glare that was seen fully as the closing session of the Southern
the commission expects to avoid many far, and with a concussion that broke Commercial Congress
made a plea to
vicissitudes which the proposed legis- windows more than a hundred miles
Ihe young men of the New South to
lation otherwise would encounter in away, three carloads of dynamite ex take up
the political issues of the day
Congress.
ploded at the plant of the Dupont-Nemour- s from a broad and liberal standpoint
Company in the village of and to eliminate from their considera'
Pleasant Prairie, six miles west of tion narrow partisanship and sectionStarvation In Mexico.
Kenosha, Wis. It is feared that many alism.
El Paso, Tex. Conditions bordering
persons were killed.
Captured just when plans for assas
on panic reign almost throughout
sinating Mayor N. S. Pratt of Sponorthern Mexico. Stirred by the bePOLITICAL.
kane are thought to have reachel
lief that the revolutionary movement
maturity, John Steele and Stuart Mot-fetthas reached a critical stage, the
r
The resignation of Richard A.
now in jail, are considered by the
in the states of Chihuahua
of Seattle as secretary of the
and Sonora are reported to have re- interior has been accepted by Presi- police as the murderers of Captain
newed activity in tearing up railroads dent Taft and Walter I.. Fisher of John T. Sullivan, and accomplices in a
and telegraph wires. Numerous towns Chicago was appointed as his succes- plot to kill President Taft during the
are under siege by the insurrectos and sor. In bis letter of acceptance the next month.
The most extensive
thousands of women and children, cut President expressed deep regret and
movement of
trops and war vessels executed In this
off from food supplies, are rendered bitterly denounced the enemies of
peace
in
country
helpless.
time
is now under
of
In giving his consent to the
secretary's retirement, Mr. Taft takes way by order of the President, the ob
occaslcn to declare with emphasis his jective being the country north of the
Race Riot at Galveston,
unchanging faith in the intergrity, the Mexican boundary and the waters of
Galveston. A race riot was precipi- motives and the official standards of the two oceans at either end of it.
tated here by the stabbing of W'infield Mr. Ballinger, and his unmeasured In- Twenty thousand soldiers more than
of the army of the United
Joel, a soldier from the camp at Fort dignation at the methods of those who
Crockett, by an unidentified negro in- assailed him, declaring that he has States of all arms of the service are
mate of a resort. One Mexlcon and been "the subject of one of the most moving toward the Mexican border;
comprising the
four negroes were severely beaten, unscrupulous conspiracies for the de- four armored cruisers,
Fifth division of the Atlantic fleet,
and the houBe, In front of which the famation of character that history can
have been ordered from northern watabbing occurred, was set on fire and show.
ters to the naval station at Guantana-mo- ,
burned to the ground. The entire poCuba. Most of the Pacific fleet is
WASHINGTON.
lice force of the city was called out to
or shortly will be on its way to asquell the disturbance.
All doubt as to the purpose of the semble at San Pedro and San Diego,
government in sending 20,000 troops Cal., and 2,000 marines are preparing
to the Mexican border has at last to make the Guantanamo station their
Battle Opposite Douglas.
been swept away. The United States temporary headquarters. It was offiDouglass, Ariz. Eleven federal sol- had
determined that the revolution in cially announced at the White House
diers dead, eleven wounded, with the the republic to the south must end. and at the War and Navy (Departlosses to the rebels unknown, is the The American troops have been sent ments that the purpose of this great
result of a battle just east of Agua to form a solid military wall along mobilization, unprecedented
save in
Prieta. The opposing forces were 500 the Rio Grande to stop filibustering, war times, is the training of officers
Insurrectos under General Jose de la and to see that there is no further and men under service conditions, and
Luce Blanco and a federal force of 300 smuggling of arms and men across the practice in
between the
directed by Colonel Mora.
international boundary.
land and naval forces.
At the postoffice department It was
Serious revolutionary
disturbances
Artist Kills Himself.
in Paraguay have been reported to 'he
stated that a complete reorganization
Portland, Ore. Henry Epting, a well of
the Denver postoffice force will State Department by Edwin V. Mor'known artist of San Francisco, comgan, United States minister to Paramitted suicide in this city; caused by probably be necessary to place the of- guay
and Uruguay.
fice on a proper basis to render effimelancholia.
cient service.
Half the farmers living along the
There Is strong probability
that rural free delivery lines of mail out
Denlea Rumor of Conference.
Representative Taylor of Colorado of Baynesville, Ky., have pulled down
their mail boxes and refuse to accept
San Antonio, Tex. Colonel Roose- may be the next chairman
of the
their mail from a negro carrier recentHouse public lands committee.
Mr. ly appointed.
velt will not talk with any representaMany of the farmers
Taylor
a
already
is
member
of
that
apply at the postoffice here for their
tive of the Mexicon Insurgents on his
committee, but Representative Robin- mail and announce their Intention of
trip through Texas. He made this state- son of Arkansas Is entitled to the continuing to do so until a white maq
place by seniority.
should be made oarrisr.
ment to the press.

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

Santa Fe Farm Train.
Texico. The Santa Fe railroad has
an agricultural, stock
and poultry
train traveling through New Mexico
and It made a stop at Texico on February 10th. With the train was H. M.
Brainer, J. D. Tinslpy and J. I
Thomas, all expert agriculturists, who
delivered lectures and demonstrations
along their special lines.

First Train to Elephant Butte.
Santa Fe. The first train over the
new branch railroad joining the miin
line of the Santa Fe with the Engla
dam has arrived. The steel, however.
Is not yet all laid, as the road winds
around the hill some little distance
beyond camp to where the dam is to
be built. A vast amount of work has
been required to make this road bed
by blasting out solid rock.
Association.
Holiness
Association of Elida, Roosevelt county,
papers and Its
filed incorporation
charter prescribes that no one can become a members who is addicted to
tobacco, morphine, intoxicants or any
one who plays football or other brutalizing games, or engages in wordly
amusements or vain dressing.
Southern

Holiness

Santa Fe. The Southern

The Herald Appears.
Albuquerque.
Negotiations for the
sale of the Albuquerque Tribune-Citizewhich have been under way for
the past several weeks, have been consummated and a new corporation, the
Herald Publishing Company, has taken
over the property.
This company Is
now issuing a daily afternoon paper,
called the Albuquerque Herald. The
Herald will be Republican in political.
Ousted by the Court.
Santa Fe. Edward A. Mann,

form-

er judge of the New Mexico Supreme
Court, has been ousted as district attorney for Bernalillo, Valencia
and
Sandoval counties by a decision of the
New Mexico Supreme Court in the
case of George S. Klock, vs. Edward
been reMr. Klock had
moved by Governor Mills, and Judge
Mann was appointed in his place.
A. Mann.

Good Meals Make Happy Homes.

Santa Fe. Declaring that bad house
keeping and poorly cooked meals
make unhappy and unhealthftil homes,
and that the knowledge of domestic
economy is the solution of the high
cost of living for many persons, Professor J. A. Wood, superintendent of
the schools of Santa Fe urged the introduction of a course in domestic scifor the
ence and manual training
Schools of this city.
Railroads and Sugar Beets.
Melrose. D. L. Thomas is expected
here daily to finish signing up the
beet sugar acreage. Three thousand
acres were signed up immediately
after his presentation here on his last
trip of the company's plan, which is to
take a twenty year mortgage on Ihe
farmers' land at $00 per acre, issuing
him preferred stock in the company
to the amount of the mortgage and
then install eouinment for Irrigating
fm-ithp rnmnanv tn have the
hi
of it.
use of one-sixtThe shallow water belts about here
are attracting the attention of railroad people as well as sugar people.
Two of these railroad propositions are
assuming a most encouraging form.
One is to run north and south from
Tucumcari through here to the gulf,
Ihe other would cross this line, seeking a more northerly point on the
gulf and a more western terminus In
New Mexico. This last movement is
being kept very quiet.
Water for 4,000,000 Acres.
Albuquerque.
That 750,000 acres
are now under irrigation in New Mexico and that water is now available
for a total of 4,000,000 acres are two
Interesting statements in a report for
the past two years, just issued by Territorial Engineer Miller. He estimates
undeveloped water power at a half
million horse power, and shows that
$7,000 is being spent annually for the
collecting of data on New Mexico's
water resources.
for water
Over 300 applications
rights were received during the two
years, over 200 for irrigation purposes,
covering a million acres of land.
The engineer also reports nearly 200
conmiles of permanent highways
structed in the two past years, and
greater enthusiasm
the good
roads movement than ever before.

ot

New Mexico Appropriations.
The sundry civil appropriation bill
as passed carried the following bu'ld-ln- g
appropriation Items: Las Vegas,
site, $15,000; Las Cruces, site, $15,000.
To Attend Booster Banquet.
Albuquerque.
In accordance with a
telegram received by the commercial
club from Secretary Kennedy, of the
the
board of trade of Farmlngton,
club here will send a big delegation
to a boosters banquet to be held at
Farmlngton March 16th. At this meeting further action will be taken looking to the building of the Farmlngton
& Gulf railroad from San Juan county
to this city, through a virgin country,
rich in resources.

Minor Occurences of Mora Than Ordinary Interest,
The Las Cruces railroad is now in
active service.
Work at Elephant Butte has been
delayed considerably on account of
stormy weather.
The Albuquerque Law and Order, or
Good Citizen's League,
row has x
membership of 300.
James Vlckery of Mogollón is In a
serious condition as a result of being
shot by unknown persons.
Edward Baker of Silver City was re
cently arrested at El Paso for raising
a check from $7 to $70.
The gravel-claauto and wagon road
which is to connect the towns of Portales and Clovis is now assured.
Carl Lesher of Otero county has
been apopinted assistant classifier in
the geological survey at $1,500
per
annum.
Jose Carrillo had his head crushed
between the boxes of two wagons that
were backing at Carlsbad. He may recover.
Work has been resumed
on the
Camfield storage dam near Las Ve
gas, having been suspended by the
cold weather.
The Covis section of eastern New
Mexico Is in the best shape for the
past three or four years as the result
of a snow and rain.
Chief McMIUin of Albuquerque is
enforcing an order compelling Albuquerque policemen to stay out of saloons and to quit drinking.
The present town and coming city
of Clayton, recently voted bonds in
the sum of $60,000 to install a municipal water plant and system.
The government is experimenting at
Carlsbad with the use of oil for stopping leaks in irrigation canals and
also to prevent the growth of moss.
Unless a stay of execution is granted, E. U. McN'abli, convicted of murder in the first degree will be hanged
on Friday, March 17, 1911, at Santa
Rosa,
District Attorney Wurd of Las Vegas has announced that on March 15th
he would begin the sale u property
upon which the taxes for 1909 are delinquent.
0
Secretary Ballinger has added
acres of land in township 3 north,
range 2i east, New Mexico, to the
area open to entry under the enlarged
homestead act.
Judge William li. Pope has adjourned the District Court at Clovis,
and left for Santa Fe, where he will
sit as chief justice of the New Mexico Supieme Court.
S. II. Pendleton, aged G7 years, a
former pioneer resident of Denting
and who was well and favorably
known throughout this section of New
Mexico, died at Invo, Cal.
Territorial Engineer Miller has com
pleted arrangements with the bureau
of soils at Washington, to take samples of the soil under all irrigation
projects in New Mexico aud have
thein analyzed.
The Senate has confirmed the appointment of Thomas Brauigan to be
postmaster of Las Cruces, N. M. The
nomination of Robert E. Wherritt for
the postmastership at Clayton, N. M.,
was confirmed.
The Boston-NeMexico Mining
Company has filed incorporation papers. The capital is $1,500,000 and
the headquarters are at Cerrillos,
southern Santa Fe county, with offices at Portland, Me.
Five hundred letters, addressed to
ministers of the gospel occupying pulpits in various communities
in the
United States, and containing accurate statements of what may be expected of Albuquerque as far as climatic and health conditions are concerned, have been mailed out within
the last few days by Rev. B. Bertrand
Tolbert, pastor of the local Congregational church.
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Biggest organ of the body the
bowels and the most important
It's got to be looked after. neglect
means suffering and years of
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nature keep every part of your
bowels clean and strong then
they act right means health to
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your whole body.
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LIVED
Men

LONG WITHOUT

EATINQ

and Animals Have Made Soma
Remarkable Fasts a Matter of Record.

for fasting, so far as
Is held by
Granle, a French murderer, who determined to starve himself to death,
and from the day, of his arrest refused
to eat. In spite of every effort on the
part of his warders, who first tried
tempting him to eat by placing the
most dainty meals In his cell, and
when that failed, attempted feeding
him by force, he held out for 63 days,
at the end of which time he died. Up
to then the longest authenticated fast
on record was that accomplished by
Giovanni Succi, who fasted at thj
Royal Aquarium, London, for 45 days.
But these records sink into insignificance when compared with the fat
pig of Dover, enshrined in Dr. W. B.
Carpenter's "Manual of Physiology."
This pig weighed 160 pounds and waa
entombed for 160 days by the fall of
a portion of the chalk cliffs. When
dug out it weighed only 40 pounds,
but to the surprise of Its owner waa
alive.
The record

humanity

Is concerned.

PROOF POSITIVE.

He Oh, yes; I write Terse occasion,
ally but I tear it all up as soon as
I write It.
She Ah! I knew you were clever.
EDITOR BROWNE
Of The Rockford Morning Star.
"About

seven years

ago I ceased

drinking coffee to give your Postum a
trial.
"I had suffered acutely from various
forms of indigestion and my stomach
had become so disordered as to repel
almost every sort of substantial food.
My general health was bad. At close
intervals I would suffer severe attacks
which confined me in bed for a week

or more. Soon after changing from
coffee to Postum the Indigestion
By gashing the jugular vein and cutabated, and in a short time ceased
ting open the veins in his wrists Benentirely. I have continued the dally
a civil use of your excellent Food Drink and
jamin J. Ball, aged
engineer who eighteen months ago assure you most cordially that I am
went to Albuquerque from Detroit, Indebted to you for the relief It has
brought me.
Mich., ended his life.
"Wishing you a continued success, I
The fear that failure to exercise am
Tours very truly,
their water rights this year will jeopJ. Stanley Browne,
ardize their claim to such .privileges,
Managing Editor."
has caused many of the farmers In the
Of course, when a man's health
shows he can stand coffee without
Rio Grande valley between Bernalillo
and Isleta to get busy this spring and trouble, let htm drink It, but most
simprepare for planting crops on land, highly organized
which, for the most part, has never ply cannot
The
drugs
cofre
to
natural
berthe
before been tilled.
ry affect the stomach and other organs
county
of Bernalillo has made and thence to the complex nervous
The
financial arrangements to construct system, throwing It out of balance and.
this year, a good road along the Rio producing disorders In various parts
Grande from one extremity
of the of the body. Keep up this dally poisand serious disease generally
county to the other.
The sum of oning;
supervenes.
So when man or woman
$10,000 is available at this time for
finds that coffee Is a smooth but deadthe road from the Sandovel county ly enemy and
health Is of any value
line to Albuquerque, nine miles, and at all, there is but one road quit
the Territorial Good Road's Commiseasy
Is
It
to find out If coffee be the
sion will lose no time to take up the cause of the troubles, for If left off 19
work of making the road the best days and Postum be used in Its place
stretch of El Camino Rael from Santa and the sick and diseased conditions
begin to disappear, the proof Is unFe to Albuquerque.
answerable.
At a meeting of the shareholders of
Postum Is not good If made by short
the Rio Hondo Reservoir Water Users' boiling. It must be boiled
full 15 minAssociation, held at Roswell, it was utes after boiling begins, when
the
decided to accept the offer of the crisp flavor and the food elements are
loan of $60,000 from the United States brought out of the grains and the bevgovernment and construct a cement erage Is ready to fulfill Its mission of
palatable comfort and renewing; the
ditch sixteen miles long.
cells and nerve centers broken down
To light Sierra county and turn its by
coffee.
wheels by means of the electric power
"There's a Reason."
which can be generated by the EleOat the little book. "The Road to
phant Butte dam is the possibility that "WellvUle,"
In pkgs.
the Hillsboro people see In' the great
reeS 4k aiirra Utter t A aiw
hda
project of the government
aBrr
.
axKoan tros tlrae to
trae, aael nil oí kiuuá
mitMnlM,
way on the Rio Orande.
DnerMarc.
forty-thre-

brain-worke-

í6f

.
Christianity on the Teocalis of
OUT LíppOrtUnity
the Incas and the Montezumas.
Such is the language against
Pl'RMSHRD BY
which it is proposed to close the:
THE REVIEW PUBLISHING CO
doors of the public schools of ibis
deprive the territory of this lan- - the Chauctrs, Drycbns, t'.ihons, teiritory. A language wjth such
Managing Editor
M. P. Manzanares,
guage; that is, they seem to wish Iiyrons anj Websters uplifted a record, such a histoy such tradi-t- o
cana!
Under
break into fragments at a the English language. We have tions and backed, as is the;
Entered at the Post Ornee at fort single blow this strong and mar-um- r
De Vegas, (. 'ukiemns, Ks-- ; Spanish by the moral influence
Sumner, New Mexico, for transmission velous link in the chain of everits, criches,
Custe.Ia:s, uAoa aiidioi to many civilized countries,!
Call on or write
through the United States Mails as which has" connected and held to- - Arboledas, w'nose talcutj make de.it'rves a placa hot only in the
A. B. HARRIS
second class matter.
gether the history of the 01 J and them fully the compters of the! pul;c school of New Mexico,
the New World; for this is exacc- - best Saxon bares and prose where it belongs by inheritance
Subscription $ 1.00 per year
ly what the Spanish language writers and whose pens have and the right which the centuries
of Groceries, Dry Goods and Notions
Advertisers are guaranteed the largest has done, is doing, and will con-- : made Spanish literature the de- of permanency therein give it,
circulation of any paper in the county. tinue to do as long as it is not light of sc holars in every age but in the best colleges of the
Don't Forget
eliminated from the public schools and clime.; while towering above United States in the produest
IK
No.
Phone
them ílIÍ stands that collosal geni- - seats of learning in the world.
and driven out of the territory.
SANDOVAL'S Store Has Them
Mexun,
New
enabling
the authorof "Don Quixote,"
act
Therefore, in the name of all
In
the
SATURDAY, MARCH 18
ico to become a state, passed by whose superb merit isuniversal-l- v that is noble, grand and beautiacknoweleged and whose fame ful in the literature of the world;
To be an importer in New York, Congress, it was provided that
by in the name of the broadening
now is to be suspected of being none except those who speak, is rivalled but not surpassed
lan- that of the great bard of Avon.
English
write
the
read
and
of the fields of our business ina smuggler.
Yet this grand array of illus- terests, and in the expansion of
guage with sufficient correctness
Milwaukee soon is to have a shall be eligible to the legislature trious scholars, not to mention a trade relations w ith, our immediconvention of coroners. Thisj of the new state, or to any of vast numuer of others not less ate neighbors; in the name of
Anglo-Suxo- n
youth of this
does not mean that it is a dead the state public offices. It is brilliant, will be lost to the yonth the
claimed by some of those who of New Mexico when the Spanish territory who are everywhere entown.
passed this act that the Spanish- - language ceases to be tau lit in deavoring, with an earnestness
will become a better 'her schools,
fully worthy of the excellent
It will require a modern card American
com-Us- e cause, to learn
great
by
of
him
t'ie
consider
depriving
Then
the
citizen
the Spanish: in
to
of
keep
track
index system
g
of his vernacular. In resorf-- i merciul importance of this
name of the rights which the
Captain Hobson's Japanese war
under the Ft. Sumner
to such a course, it would guage. Besides being spoken in people of New Mexico have as
scares.
ma.ke
Caned.
seem that tiic contrary tuect Spain and the Philippines, it is citizens of this great republic;
Four miles from the
Oregon has abolished the whip- might be produced in him by the spoken in all countries south of in the name of its duty to them,
v.on-tne united .Mates, inese court as contracted most solemnly be- Raüioad.
ping post. Possibly Oregon hus- unwarranted interlerenceoT
line
the
m
cf
rights, tries olfer an uniini'tedfield for ' ore the world at Guadalupe
bands have ceased to beat their gress with Lis natural
Improvements: House,
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Clothes and
and instead of becomming a bet- the investment of American en- - Hi'.lalrro; in the name of
Wind mill, 60
Barn,
advice
enterprise.
The
made
might
by
a
and
worse
be
ter, he
t.sty and justice, let us
WcrL
Barber
s
acres broke; also reserof Horace Greeley to the young ia) means see to it that the
Trousers this spring and sum- citizen. Yet the
A. J. GILLIAM,
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"Go
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men
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mer will be worn much longer
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bad
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of a right which flows from the that they should by able to greet
very essence of their manhood, us with a "IIjw do you do?"
The way that Mexican revoluOur public schools must have
for the right of language in man
tion drags along it would seem is a
New Mexico
Fcri Sumner,
right, and as such the Spanish langxige fur the
that the marksmanship of neither it. is guaranteed and secured to same reason that other modern
side is anything to brag about.
him by the federal constitution languages are taught in them; to
when
it declares that the natural they must have it as the insep- 1
m
Large sums of money should rights
New Mexico
of all men are inalienable. arable companion of her sister,
pockets.
It
in
be
th
carried
not
To single out New Mexico, then, the English; they must have it if
makes them bullae unbecomingly for such unprecedented treat- - we. wish that our youth .shall be
and is annoying to one's friends. ment, at the very moment hat; fully prepared to meet the duties
&msd$ tl
she 1s welcomed into sisterhood, which are awaiting them in all
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language.
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cradeled in the bosom of the Atlutely dominated by France:
A. T. & S. F. RY. enough and makes me not at eeos.
l.roeK must nav
and. purpose.
ei"
Women without votes have
river that the river has
un
"Del cetro de sus Reyes los pedazos lantic rejoice in its grandueranJ
enoueh. would sliil have riEhts with Latin. The ordinary
strantelv
M.
N.
SUMNER,
FORT
to be sprinkled before you can Del suelo ensangrentados recogía.
t tl P VflteS.
its majesty. Lastly, it is spoken,
Hence dergraduate should be iii'te to know
flm.v, if Ih.u
Eomethlng or Lotn ana n ne is .u u.
egos are cot a política' isrue.
go fishing. A spark from an en- Y nuevo trono en sus robustos brazos
written and sung in Spain roon'y one, Gree
An eeo Is what a man is when he allowed to do with
gine set fire to a big pond and Levantado, a su Principe ofrecía."
mantic Spain the land of knighteW,e;
that must have as good a chance or oeing
nothing and U nothing
Another.
has
pjn
for
Chance
burned up a lot of bullfrogs beThispassage from Espronceda hood and the mother of heroes,
then nrst persun tanen as liuii. mis, a nu..
"If I should die what kind nf a wife Is to say, he is
.
Murray says, win save
gender
fore the fire could beextenguish-ed;an- d is but a single, isolated instance the power that, saved Europe would you pick for your second.' singular and no particular cooy,
spru. pumic scnou's. rur me opf....... nt ither soul,
An ego
the ground is so hard of the richness of Spanish poetry. from the fate of the Roman Em- queried the young wife after the first family,
country nor race. It is neither mathematical or science man, we anvn
of habits.
..:...)
h.iu
h.ian w In. tn H. mm
and dry that the crawfish holes Patho3, tragedy,
indomitable pire, the hand that first unravel- clashRon't
"V""B
" " ., 111.
ever fear if I ever get rid moral nor patho;oSicat. a
.u.,uS..
in the low places are being pull- courage, patriotism, and the led the mystery of the sea, to nf vou there'll never be another wife Just as much ego as a parson aimmu..u lUi.,
generally iw ueui ii .'n "
.
fnmilv " answered the brute, moro. Some egos .re lietter
m
ed up and shipped oil for gas passionate appeal to action all to give a NevV World ti civilizanot let oft Saturday Heview.
chiefly our own. Life.
others
Iilade.
Toledo
pipes."
are eloquently and sublimely tion, and U hoist the ensigns of
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compressed into four short lines,
(continued from page 1)
There is a host of Spanish
home language of the territory.
Now, however, it has been pro-- 1 writers who have beautified and
posed by the President and the enobled Spanish literature to F.t
Congress of the United States to least as high a decree as have
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CHECK IT IN TIME.

Plan for hatching season.
Keep the hens busy these cold

day.

Charcoal is good stuff for the ben's
digestive tract.

J5

It's mighty poor policy to let the
stock shrink In winter.
Don't feed your fowls so that they
will eat too much at once.

Just because fat hens are not good
layers, do not starve your fowls.
The best cows are the cows that
will fill the pocketbook most quickly.
More cattle die from the effects of
being drenched than from tubercu
losis.

4
Buttermaling

Is

Potato peelings fed raw In not too
large quantities are good for the lay-

n art.

ing hens.

Freeh fruit li always delicious.
Gapss

li

Warmth should be supplied, to all
caused by a small worm In farm animals but not at the expense
of fresh air.

the windpipe

Most farm buildings

are built too

When figuring up the profits from
the cows for last year don't overlook
the fertilizer.

does to the dwelling.
In preparing a seed bed for sweet
eloyer do a thorough Job.

Men love their families, but are In
clined to neglect the crops that can be
produced for the stable.

Very little is known about the actual
value of rye as a poultry food.

Exercise Is good for the animals
The barn that Is banked up will and they should get their share every
hare fewer draughts over the floor.
day when It Is possible.
Don't leave your valuable farm machinery standing unprotected In the

A good dairy sire Is one that pro
duces daughters which give more but
ter-fa- t
than their mothers.

field.

t

Oat straw Is an excellent rough feed
Eggs should be gathered often, es
'or sheep. Wheat straw la next In pecially if the weather is cold and
value.
they are to be used for hatching.
Overcrowding the ewe flock during
the winter months Is a frequent cause
of severe losses.

In poultry
Much of the success
keeping depends on the vigor and
vitality of the birds themselves.

Very early spraying with Bordeaux
is the thing for all kinds of fungus rot
and for peach leaf curl.

A male bird that Is gallant, always
ready to share with the hens, is preferred to one that Is too generous.

Fresh, green bone is of Itself almost
The
of the dairy can be
a complete feed, and may be used as a made almost as profitable as the
special material for egg production.
straight products If rightly handled.
,

Farmers should not buy more land
until that which they already have
Is producing to Its maximum capacity.

A cheap separator Is worse
than
none.
Get one that does not waste
each year more than the original cost.

Exercise Is of prime Importance in
several ways. It keeps the pigs nimble and In a healthy condition generally.

Yearlings and heifers should be
early taught to drink warm mlllfeed

Before putting the chicks Into the
brooder It Is a good plan to sprinkle
them carefully with a good Insect
powder.

Get all the wood ashes you can and
apply them to the garden and truck
patch soon as you can, and then plow
It in.

One of the first needs of the pigs Is
comfortable place in which to pass
more than half of the time, sleeping
and resting.

The number of hens a farmer should
keep depends on his Interest In the
business and the time he Is willing to
devote to It.

Breeding stock should be selected
for health, strength, vigor and matu
rity first, utility second and fancy
points third.

Unless a bird Is matured and pos
sesses size, vigor and a sound constitution, it should be barred out of the

slop In winter, and cold slop
mer.

l'n

sum-

breeding pen.

a well known fact that properly
For Idle horses, straw and
managed a 20, 40 or 80 acre farm will
corn fodder may take the place
return In addition to a living, a flne of bay, giving a half ration of corn
Income for the family.
morning and night
It

Is

well-cure-

The dairyman having a productive
farm of 180 to 200 acres can easily
raise Bix to eight of his best marked
female calves each season.
The annual
butter In the
be more than
and the sliver

A man who has a good quality of
dairy products and a
of
dairy stock for sale seldom knows
is.
competition
wbat
high-clas- s

Income from milk and
If you are to get eggs, you must
United States Is said to have healthy, vigorous hens, and If
output
the
of the gold you wish to keep up the supply you
mines.
must retain the vigor.

Carrots are fed to horses not so
much for their feeding value, but for
their Influence in keplng the digestive
organs in good condition.

knows, or
As every poultryman
should know, protein Is an Important
and Invaluable ingredient in the ration for egg production.

It requires Ice to handle milk,
cream or butter, so see to it that you
will be fully supplied with this cheap
article for next summer's use.

In planning adornment for the door-yaravoid straight lines as much as
Set the trees and shrubs
possible.
In groups or irregular lines.

In winter dairy farmers often forget that nothing Is cheaper and more
beneficial than pure air, sunlight and
a reasonable amount of exercise.

It Is very Important that the water drunk by the cows giving three

Fowls should always be starved for

at least

24 hours before being killed,
so as to have their crops and Intes-(fne- s
thoroughly free from food of any

kind.

or more gallons of milk daily
warmed to about 60 degrees F.

be

The calf that goes Into winter quarters lousy will not do well. Rubbing

the calf with a cloth moistened with
coal oil and lard will put a quietus on
the lice.

There is a steady demand for nuts
It Is essential In raising beef to
The English walnut, pecan, Spanish, know the characteristics of a prime
Japanese and American
cheBtnuts, beast, for In order to command the
butter 'iuts and shellbarks are the top price the animal must be in the
most profitable.
pink of condition.
experienced
In
The difficulties
spreading poultry manure, on account
of Its sticky consistency, may be obviated by mixing with loam, peat or
common stable manure.
Condiments that stimulate egg production are very much like anything
that stimulates a human being. After
the Immediate results wear off the
bird Is In worse shape than before being fed.

Provide shelter for all of the animals on cold and rainy nights of
spring weather. Shelter means saving of feed, and making the animals
grow and produce better.
It Is the custom of some farmers to

raise a litter of pigs from a sow In the
spring that she Is a year old, then fatten her for the fall market and keep
sows from her litter for breeding the
next spring.

People think that If hens don't lay
In the winter they will In the summer, but this Is a mistake, as It has
'been found that the winter layers will
iproduce as many eggs In the summer
layers.
as the

The chickens having been accustomed to plenty of fresh air all summer,
araJn good condition to withstand the
first cool nights, and the real danger
of their catching cold Is In keeping
them too warm.

As regards rotation of crops, unless
the western farmer Is willing to see
ibis land become, even tn the present
generation, as valueless for agricultural use as Is so much of New England, he must adopt and adhere to
some systematic use of restorative
crops.

often lost sight of
essentially a gras-tn- g
animal, and this la why spring
Utters are usually the most profitable,
fact which
that the hog

A

Is

la
Is

for by making provision for ample
pasturage the greatest gains In growth
are made at the minimum cost of

Few people realize the grave dan
ger of neglecting the kidneys. The
lightest kidney trouble may be Nature's warning of dropsy, diabetes or
dreaded Brlgbt's dis
fmrfum
WUJStmy
ease. If you have any
kidney symptom, be
gin using Doan's Kid
ney puis at once.
E MUST express ourselves in or
Mrs. Sarah A. Black,
der to stow, and In order to
804 S. Douty St., Han-ford- ,
reach our destined goal; and we express
ourselves only when we try to make
Cal , says: "Pic
things better both In ouraelvee and tn oui
ture me lvlne crio- environment.
pied with inflammatory rheumatism
and stricken with dropsy, not able to
Helpful Hints.
move even with crutches.
Such was
When the chimney is burning out, my
condition when I began using
throw a handful of salt into the stove
Doan's
Kidney
Pills.
Folks In Han-for- d
or furnace. A piece or sine burned
know how bad off I was and I
in the stove or furnace occasionally
will keep the chimney clean of soot must give Doan's Kidney Pills full
with ants use a credit for my wonderful recovery."
When troubled
Remember the name Doan's.
sprinkling of tartar emetic around
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a
where they come In and It will finish
Foster-Mllbur- n
Box.
Co., Buffalo, N. 7.
This is a poison
their migrations.
and should never be used where any
THIRST.
pet can get it.
the
When cutting butter from
brlok, a nice olean cut can be made
by wrapping the blade of the knife
with waxed paper.
Hatting will look better and wear
much longer If It la varnished as soon
as It Is tacked down. Use a clear var
nish and It can then be wiped and
kept clean as easily as any varnished
floor.
Add a teaspoonful of vinegar to rice
of
while cooking or a teaspoonful
lemon Juloe and the rice will be white
and the grains well separated when
done.
Potatoes are better when baked if
they are greased with a little lard before baking. They will bake quicker
and the akin will peel off as thin as
paper.
When cream will not whip, add the
white of an egg and beat together.
'Of all the tortures 1 should think
When suffering with earache, roast
the most terrible would be to be awraisin until hot and Insert into the fully
thirsty where no water could be
ear.
secured."
A simple remedy for hiccough Is a
"Why water?"
lump of sugar saturated with vinegar.
OAT8 259 Bu. Per Acre.
A half of a wooden clothespin will
That is the wnrn in vielH nf Ttim.lnra
stop the Jarring of a window.
Harines,
Lewis Co., Wash.,
had from
Chocolate or cocoa stains will be Salzer's Rejuvenated White Bonanza oats
a
80 acre farm.
snd
Other
easily removed If first soaked In cold big yields handsome
are 141 bus.. 119 bus., 103 bus.,
water, before washing.
etc., had by farmers scattered throughout
a
When boiling rice or beans, add
the IT. S.
Saber's Pedicree BarW. FIht fWn
little butter to the water and they Oats,
Wheat. Potatoes, Grasses and Clovwill not boll over.
ers are famous the world ovefr for their
This Is the time to clean up the purity and tremendous yielding qualities.
back yards and prepare for the spring We are easily the largest growers of farm
seeds in the world.
garden.
Our catalog bristling with seed truths
Cover the hotbed with muBlin and free for the asking, or send
lOr in linmn.
the rain and air can thus do Its good and receive 10 packages of farm seed novwork on the plants. Cover on chilly elties and rarities, including sbove marvelous oats, together with big catalog.
nights.
John A. Palr-- r Seed Co., 182 South 8th St.,
La Crosse, Wis.

Plenty of Time to Fatten Up.
Cheerful Old Idiot I Bay, you'll excuse me, but d'you know that you are
the thinnest policeman I've ever seen.
Robert Yes, I'm a new hand, and
haven't got to know the cooks yet.
London Opinion.

There is no other season when medicine is so much needed as in the spring.
a
The blood is impure and impoverished
condition indicated by pimples, boils and
other eruptions on the face and body, by
deficient vitality, loss of appetite, lack of

strength.
The best spring medicine, according to
to repeat the smart
the experience and testimony of thouthings his children say, because he sands
annually, is
Imagines It Is hereditary.
A man likes

Hood's Sarsaparilla

In the Spring cleanse the system and
purify the blood by the use of Garfield Tea.

It purifies and enriches the blood, cures
eruptions, builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form of
chocolated tablets known as Saraatabs.

Her savings are the saving of many
a business girl.

Restored to Health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
A woman who is sick and suffering, and won't at least
try a medicine which has the record of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, is, it would almost seem, to blame
Read what this woman says:
for her own wretchedness.
Richmond, Bio. " When my second daughter was eighteen
months old I was pronounced a hopeless invalid by specialists.
a severe case)
I had a consultation of doctors andtenthey said I hadsinking;
spells,
weeks, had
of ulceration. I was in bed for
and was pronounced to be in a dangerous condition. My father
Compound,
insisted that we try Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
and brought me six bottles. I soon began to improve, and before it had all been taken I was as well and strong as ever, my
friends hardly recognized me so great was t lie change." Mrs.
Woodson Branstetter, ltichmond. Ho.
There are literally hundreds of thousands of women in
the United States who have been benefited by this famous
old remedy, which was produced from roots and herbs over
thirty years ago by a woman to relieve woman's suffering.
Read what another woman says:
Jonesboro, Texas. "I have used Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for myself and daughter, and consider it unequalled for all female diseases. I would not be without it for
anything. I wish every mother in America could be persuaded
to use it as there would be less suffering among our sex then.
I am always glad to speak a word of praise for Jjydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and you are at liberty to use this
testimonial." Mrs. James X .Lawrence, Jonesboro, Texas.
Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had the virtue to help
these women it will help any other woman who is suffering
from the same trouble ?
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
!
If the slightest trouble appears which
you do not understand, write to Mrs.
Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., for her advice it is
free and always helpful.

Brought the Tears.
unusual Incident marked a recent fire In New York. The fire
started In the cellar of a five story
K ST11X. sad heart and
tenement and before It was extinguished the 18 families In the building
into each life some rain must rail,
Bom
days be dark and dreary.
and all the firemen were weeping copLongfellow.
iously from inflamed eyes. In the cellar many bags of onions had been
Supper Dishes.
The following are some dishes suit- stored. The chief fireman allowed the
to remain In the building, astenants
able to serve for an evening supper,
H
or they may be used tor luncheon suring them that the fire was confined to the cellar. They did not stay,
dishes:
8avory Oysters. Clean a pint of however, when the onions had got
oysters, parboil and drain. Melt four well afire.
A Matter of Size.
tables poonfuls of butter, add the same
Important to Mothers
Wife I want a cap, please, for my
amount of flour and stir until well
every
carefully
Examine
bottle
of
husband.
browned. Pour on gradually the oys- CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy
Shopkeeper
Yes, madam. What
ter liquor and a half a cup of soup Infants and children, and see that for
It
size
does he wear?
stock. Add a few drops of onion
Wife
really
pepper
forget. His colWell,
I
teaspoonful
Salt,
a
and
Juice.
lars are size 16, though I expect
of Worcestershire sauce and the oys- Signature
he'd want about size 18 or 20 for a
ters. Serve on toast or in patty shells In Use For Over 80 Years.
or tlmbale cases.
The Kind You Have Always Bought cap, wouldn't he?
Russian Patties. Parboil, drain and
Severe Critics.
SPOHN'S D1STEMPKR
reserve the llauor from a olnt of
CURB
will
Alice I like Tom Immensely, and jure any possible case of D18TKMPKR
nvters There should be a half enn
PINK EVK,
the like among horses
of liquor. Make a sauce of three ta- - fte'" very mucn of a gentleman, but he of all ages, andand
prevents all others in the
blesooonfuls of butter, four and a half does llke to ,alk about himself!
same stable rrom navtng
disease. Also
Grace Yes, dear, your night hath cure chicken cholera, andthedog
tablespoonfuls
cup
of flour, one-hal- f
distemper.
Any good druggist can Bupplv you, or send
of chicken stock, half a cup of cream a thousand I's. Puck.
to mira. 80 cents and $1.00 a bottle. Agents
and the oyster liquor. When the butwanted. Free book. Spohn Medical Co.,
GarlieUl
Tea
corrects constipation, Spec. Contagious Diseases. Goshen, Ind.
ter Is bubbling hot, add the flour and
cleanses
system
the
purifies
and
blood.
the
Ingrewell
mixed add the other
when
Good health is maintained by its use.
To render your neighbor a service
dients; add two yolks well beaten, a
willingly shows the generosity of your
tablespoonful of horse radlBh, two taA woman's club sometimes reminds
to preserve silence over It,
character;
blespoonfuls of capers, salt and pepman of a hammer.
the grandeur of your soul. Puysleux.
per. Add the oysters and as soon as
hot fill the patty Bbells.
MILD, GENTLE LAXATIVE
Stuffed Eggs. Cut four
eggs In halves crosswise, remove the
yolks, mash and add'- two tablespoonFOR WOMEN GIVEN FREE
fuls of grated cheese, one teaspoon of
of a teaspoon of
vinegar,
mustard and salt and cayenne to taBte.
So many of the lUs of women ara due Pepsin.
Is a woman's favorite laxaAdd enough melted butter to make to nabltua! constipation, probably be- tive. YouItwill
find that you can do away
cause
of their false modesty on the sub- with salts, strong cathartics,
the mixture of the right consistency
etc.. which
to shape. Make In balls the size of ject, that their attention cannot be too are entirely unsulted to woman's requirestrongly called to the Importance of keep- ments.
the yolks and refill the whites. Ar- ing the bowels open. It Is always ImpoMrs.
Haberstroh of McKees
range on a serving dish, pour around rtant to do that, regardless of the sex, but Rocks, Katherlne
Pa and Mrs. A. E. Herrlck
It Is especially Important In women.
t.
one cup of white sauce; cover and
Wheeler, Mich., who was almost para-of
Prom the time the girl begins to men- lysed in her stomach and bowels, are
struate until
ceases she has cured by the use of this remedy. A now
free
Eggs poached and served on toast always vastlymenstruation
better prospecta of coming sample bottle can be obtained by addressthrough
healthy
very
If
with tomato sauce are
good for
she watches her bowel ing Dr. Caldwell, and after you are conmovements.
If you And yourself constivinced of Its merits buy it of your drugpated, with bad breath, pimply complex- gist at fifty cents and one
dollar a bottle.
Tint cream cheese with green and ion, headaches, belching
gas and other
For the free sample address Dr. W B
fill the hollows of celery stalks.
symptoms of Indigestion and constipation. Caldwell,
201
Caldwell bulldin. Monti.
taJie a small dose of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup cello. 111.
An

Spring Medicine

!"f

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

flfc

Prompt Relef--Prsae- at
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(ail. Purely veget
able act surely
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the liver.
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England's Greatest Mine Fire.
The most serious colliery fire ever
known in Britain was undoubtedly
that which broke out at the Tawd Valley mine, near Preston,, in 1872.
Thousands of pounds were spent In
trying to get the flames under oon-tro- l,
bat they overcame everything
and consumed some millions of tons
of coal. A wall ten feet In thickness
was built around t&e affected parta,
but the neat cracked the masonry and
brought it down as fast as It was rebuilt. However, In 197 the River
'Tawd overflowed Its banks and went
pouring down into the mine. No fire
iooald withstand aneo an Immense volume of water hurled upon It, and. although the flames extended for BOO
Varos, they were poenched after having raged for a quarter of a century.
London Tit-Bi- ts
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SIEMENS - SCHMUCKERT

DIRIGIBLE

BALLOON

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

most powerful dirigible balloon built up to data la the Siemens Schm uckert, which made Its trial trip
not long ago at Berlin. It Is 1,000 meters long and hss four motors and three gondolaa for carrying
crew and passengers.
One of Its first trips It carried twelve men.

CHICAGO IS LOVABLE
Bishop of Salisbury, Says City Is them calculating In their kindliness.
"I could wish It were a Christian
Chicago also. It Is so Athenian, so
Unchristian.

Chicago. Chicago la not Christian
dollar-worshiIt Is Athenian, although
Is less evident here than In
New York or Washington.
It has not yet gathered sufficient
veneer of civilization to make It calculating In Its kindliness.
It still smacks of the frontier, although Ita opera Is crowded, Its art
gallery has more Interested observers
than ever were seen In London, and It
has one of the most wonderful of universities.
And one comes to Chicago to learn
the mightiness of man.
So concluded the bishop of Sails-burfrom observations taken In this
city covering a period of several
weeks. At least Chlcagoans who have
been reading the keen and, on the
whole, sympathetic criticisms of Chicago and American life that are appearing In the London Church Times,
and are the frankest discussion of
America from a distinguished foreigner's viewpoint alnce Charles Dickens
wrote his American Notes, believe the
anonymous critic to be the English
bishop, if It ta not the bishop, It Is
some one who came at the same time,
and did many of the same things the
bishop did, clergy at the Episcopal
cathedral said.
The writer of these criticisms lived
at a Michigan avenue hotel, visited the
University of Chicago and described
the services at an unnamed fashionable church which many are certain
they recognize as Grace church, where
the bishop delivered his lectures In
December. The fact is known, it was
added, that the bishop wrote extensive
comments on his visit here.
"I found the greatest surprises of
my American visit In Chicago and
Pittsburg," says the
iter. "The Chicago of Mr. Stead's dreams Is not the
a hideous
Chicago.
expected
I
had
true
city; I found a city of promise. I had
expected sordldness of aim; I found
readiness to appreciate literature and
ness In criticism
art, generous-mindeand a desire for the sweeter things of
Chicago
gives
one the impresUfe.
Not yet is It setsion of frontlerlsm.
tled down. Some day they will tear
down the hideous 'loop' elevated and
make a center for commerce worthy
of tha vast enterprise. Then Chicago
will begin to show the world what a
city can be.
"Her university is most wonderful
of all. Boys and girls crowd the lecture-rooms;
experimenta In pBycho-physlc- s
are treated as Intimately Important affairs, and are not relegated
to back rooms for Isolated research
Economics draws them In
students.
hundreds, and at close quarters the
respect which an Englishman haa for
Chicago's work In sociology is vastly
Increased.
so
"And as Chicago Is
Such charities!
Is It
very
In
the
giving
Buch boundless
streets! Such a passionate desire to
give the poor children a Santa Claus
There are
on Christmas morning.
verses and pictures In tha papers, all
pleading the same good cause. It Is
cold by Lake Michigan today, There
are pillars of Ice within a few yards
of my hotel. There Is a heavy fall of
y
snow. But Chicago hearts are
warm. Not yet have they gathered sufficient of the veneer of civilization to make them deliberate In
their love of their fellows, or to keep

REMARKABLE

LETTER

In 1903 and 1904, I was a terrible sufferer for about five months with kidney
and bladder trouble. I could not sleep
nights and was obliged to get up ten or
DENVER MARKETS.
fifteen times to urinate. I passed mucus
and blood continually. One doctor said I
Cattle.
was going into consumption and gave me
up to die. Had two other doctors but reBeef steers, grain fed, good
to choice
6.50 6.50 ceived no help from either of them' and
am sure I would have been in my grave
Beef steers, grain fed, fair
I not seen your advertisement in the
to good
4.755.50 had
"Daily Eagle Star." After taking several
Beef steerB, pulp fed, good to
I was
bottles of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
choice
5.256.25 entirely cured.
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair to
In the last two years I have been a
good
4.50 5.25 railroad fireman and have passed two ex
Beef steers, hay fed, good to
aminations for my kidneys successfully, so
choice .
5.266.00 that I know that my kidneys are in exBeef steers, hay fed, fair to
cellent condition now as a result of youi
good
4.505.25 great preparation, Swamp-RooCows and heifers, grain fed,
Yours very truly,
GEORGE KENSLER,
good to choice
4.756.50
1422 Mary St.
Cows and heifers, grain fed,
Marinette, Wis.
fair to good
4.004.75
Personally appeared before me this 2Sth
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
September, 1909, George Kenaler, who
good to choice
4.505.40 ef
subscribed the above statement and made
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
the same is true in substance
oath
fair to good
3.504.40 and inthatfact.
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
HENRY GRAASS,
good to choice
Notary Public,
4.505.25
Poor County, Wis.
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
3.50(84.40
fair to good
Stock cows and heifers
3.003.5rt
Canners and cutters
2.503.25 Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For Yon
6.00(3)9.00
Veal calves
Send to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-to3.50(84.75
Bulls
will
N. Y., for a sample bottle.
Stags
4.005.00 convince anyone. You will also It
receive
Feeders and stockers, good
a booklet of valuable information, telling
4.755.75 all about the kidneys and bladder. When
to choice
Feeders and Blockers, fair
writing, be sure and mention this paper.
4.004.75 For sale at all drug stores. Price fifty
to good
cents and
Feeders and stockers, common to fair
3.504.00 8TRIKING PEOPLE DIFFERENTLY.

THE

Still Smacks of Frontier and Has Not
Acquired Enough Civilization to
Make People Calculating In
Kindliness.

Woman's Way.
"Many a married man who might
be
a
make
fortune is handicapped
cause bis wife demands too much of

RAILROAD MAN WRITES

LATE

welcomely Athenian, so anxious not
to overlook any deity whatever.
But
that is not sufficient. Chicago needs,
more even than New York, the rigor
of discipline.
Here Is a fashionable
church.
It Is well attended.
It is
ablaze with organization.
It haa accomplished ao much that the temptation to deify humanity must come
very near to It. There la no Ood In
Its theology."
MASONRY
Seventy-On-

e

MAKES

LARGE

GAIN

New Lodges Are Organthe Year
Just Closed.

ized In England During

Ixmdon. Freemasonry la making
steady progress In England. Last year
71 new lodges were added to the list,
compared with an average of 70 for the
last five years, and 65 for the last ten,
while If the total of the last 47 years la
taken Into consideration
that is to
say, the period since the laBt closing
up of the register the returns show
2,500 new lodgea created, an average of
63 per annum on the period.
The growth of recent years, an average Increase of 66 per annum on the
last ten, is quite consistent with tha
progress of the order, although It may
appear small In comparison with past
periods, for the reason that lately the
new lodges have been more confined
to the home districts than formerly, by
reason of the establishment of independent grand lodges In many of the

colonies, and the consequent discontinuance of new creations from the
home authority, aa was the case when
all parts of the empire were Masonlcal-lof
supervised by the constitutions
England, Ireland and Scotland.
Of the 71 new lodges warranted during the last year, Ixmdon accounts for
ten, Cheshire seven, Northumberland
and East Lancashire four each, West
three
Lancashire and Warwickshire
each, Ielcestershlre, Surrey, Kent and
West Yorkshire two each, while single
lodges have been created In a number
of districts.
Ijondon is now accredited with 1,671
lodges, the provinces with 1,655, and
foreign stations with 627, the remaining 640 odd numbered on the register
being accounted for by transfers to Independent grand lodges, erasures and
lapses since the last closing up of the
records.
Carborundum Used In Building.
Paris. A flight of stairs has been
erected In this city over which 14,000,-00persons have shuffled without so
much as scratching the surface. These
steps are almost aa Imperishable as
If they had been built of huge diamonds, for in the concrete of which
they are constructed a generous portion of carborundum haa been Introduced, and since carborundum la almost aa hard as the diamond It has
given the concrete a wearing quality
which no marble or granite could possibly approach.

Chicago. The future of the farming industry In the United States deImprovement
pends on renovation,
In
the rural
and better methods
according to
country,
s
scnoo
of the
county suO.
former
Benson,
H.
P'of.
perintendent of schools In Iowa, and
recently appointed head of the bureau
of plant Industry of the department
of

agriculture.

Professor Benson In a strong address showing the vital relationship
of the rural school to the question of
agriculture, home economics and the
d
keeping of the boy "on the farm,"
the interest of 200 grain men
present at the opening session of the
Council of North America Grain Exchanges, held here the other day.
Questions anent the grain situation,
the betterment of crops and the scientific elements of farming were taken
In speaking
up by the association.
of the relation of school to farming,
Professor Benson said:
"Unless tha rural schools are Imtouching
proved and new methoda
farm life taught, Instead of cube root
methods, the growing boy will be discontented with his life. He will look
upon the farmer as a type of peasant
The method of education will measure
the amount of cereal progress In this
country.
"The girls also are discontented.
The tendency 1b to seek city life.
That Is the danger and menace to our
farming Industry. Place In your rural
school teachers who will teach farming, make It attractive and valuable.
Interest the pupils, and the crops will
be Increased threefold In an amazingly short time.
"Three years ago I made some
among schools In my district
In Iowa. Out of 164 boya I found that
167 of them, all sons of farmers, had
decided not to follow farming, but to

Sheep.
Ewes
Wethers
Yearlings (light)
Lambs
Feeder lambs, f. p. r
Feeder :,earlings, f. p. r
Feeder ewes, f. p. r

3.504.00
4.004.50
4.755.35
5.005.75
4.50ii5.6'l

4.2jíi 4.5J
2.503.25

Grain.
100 lb.. 1.27
11"
Colorado, bulk
Nebraska oats, sacked . . . .1.2301.25
97
Corn in sack
98
Corn chop, sacked
1.20
Bran, Colorado, per 100 lbs

Wheat, choice milling, per
Rye,

Hay.

14.0015.01
9.6010.50

Upland, per ton
Second bottom
Timothy
Alfalfa

14.00015.00

9.5010.50
4.00
3.00
Straw
South Park wire grass ..15.00016 00
San Luis Valley wire
14.0O16.00
grass
Dressed Poultry.
Turkeys, fancy, D. P
Turkeys, choice
Turkeys, medium '
Hens, large
Hens, small
Ducks
Geese
Broilers, lb
Springs, lb
Roosters

20
17
14
13
13
15
15
20

21
19

016
14

014
16
16

022

17

7

0

Biggest Liner la Begun.
Brown & Co. of Clydebank have laid
the keel for the lmmenae ateamer
planned for the Cunard Steamship company. The steamer will be called the
Aqultanla, and will be of 50,000 tons,
1,000 feet long and her engines will develop 90,000 horse power.

go to the city and

take up a

profes-

sion. Later, after (educational Innovations, and Instructing the teachers
In methods of teaching agriculture, I
took another vote. I found that out of
174 boys, 162 had decided to be farm-erThat shows how education will
save your grain and your farm life."
Professor Benson also deplored the
lack of entertaining and Instructive
literature dealing with farm problems
and farm Ufe. He atated that the fact
that the most of present-daliterature dealt with urban life was responsible for the departure of many
farm children to the congested cities.
ODD PROPOSALS OF MARRIAGE
German Statistician Collects Figures
8howlng How Swalna Act at.
Psychological Moment.
Berlin. A German statistician has
calculated that in the case of proposals of marriage 26 per cent, of the
suitors press the band of their beloved, 24 per cent conclude
their
speech with an embrace,
four per
cent, kiss the hair, two per cent, kiss
the hand, two per cent, fall on their
knees, and 20 per cent, swallow nervously before they declare their passion.
Ten per cent, open an close their
mouth without being able to utter a
single word, and two per cent, make
their proposal while atandlng on one

foot

With regard to the women, on the
other hand, 60 per cent sink helpless into the lover's arma, for whose
proposal they have been waiting; 20
per cent blush and hide their faces;
one per cent swoon away, four per
cent are genuinely amazed, 14 per
cent gaze silently Into the suitor's
eyes, and one per cent run away to
tell a girl friend.

8

Live Poultry.
13

17

Springs, lb
Broilers, lb
Roosters
Cox, young
Ducks
Turkeys, lb
Geese

18
6
9
13
17
12

Game.
Prairie Chickens, doz
Ducks, Mallard
Ducks, Teal
Ducks, Mixed
Rabbits, Cottontail
Rabbits, Jack, doz

...

019

&

1
10
14

019
&13

12.00
6.00
00

3.0003.50
1.5001.75

1.001.2S

Butter.

Elgin
Creameries, ex. East, lb. ..28
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. ..28
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. . .
Process and renovated ....
Packing stock

26

029
029

MISCELLANEOUS
Galveston

LIE AWAKE ALL NIGHT
WITH ITCHING ECZEMA

WOULD

14

16c.

Kansas City Grain.
Kansas City. Wheat May, 85
80c bid; July, 83U083UC sellers.
Corn May, 4747Hc; July 47c
bid.
Cash wheat unchanged; No. 2 hard,
87'97c; No. 3, 8594c; No. 2 red,
93 0 95c; No. 3, 82 0 84c.
Corn Unchanged; No. 2, mixed, 43
43c; No. 3, 42e; No. 2, white,
43M43V4c; No. 3, 42V443c.
Oats Unchanged; No. 2, white, 31
33c; No. 1 mixed, 31032c.
Rye, No. 2, 72079c.
Hay Steady to 50c higher. Choice
timothy, $13.500 14.00; choice prairie,
$12.00012.25.
Coffee and Sugar.
New York. Coffee futures closed
steady at a net decline of 10 to 24
points. March, 10.20; April, 10.23;
May, 10.25; June, 10.22; July, 10.18;
August, 10.10; September, 10.03; October, 9.93; November, 9.83; December, January and February, 9.72.
Spot coffee quiet. Rio No. 7, 12c;
Santos No. 4, 12Vc. Mild coffee dull;
Cordova, 13?4015c nominal.
Raw sugar firm; Muscovado, 89
test, 3.23; centrifugal, 96 test, 3.7S;
molasses sugar, 89 test, 2.98.

Generous.

Mrs. Pall Have vou siven anything
to charity this year?
U Mall Vaa. hava 'net ar.)i1 all
T

my old clothes to my washerwoman
ior almost nocning.

In Chicago.
Mrs. Dearborn Is she lucky in
love?
Why,
Mrs. Wabash Oh, my no!
he's been married twice and only divorced once! Yonkers Statesman.

Couldn't Talk Right.
I don't see what he sees
in the girl he is to marry.
Winkins Love is blind.
Jinkins Love must also be deaf
and dumb If be can gat along with
her.

Jinkins

Trying Suggestions On the Mare.
Twice as the bus slowly wended Its
way up the steep Cumberland Gap the
door at the rear opened and slammed.
At first those Inside paid little heed;
but at the third time they demanded
to know why they should .be disturbed in this fashion.
"Whist,"
cautioned
the driver,
"doan't spake so loud; she'll overhear
us."
"Who?"
"The mare. Spake low. Shure. Ol'm
desavln' th' crayture? Everry toime
she 'ears th' door close she thinks
wan o' yez is gettin' down ter walk up
th' hill, an' that sort a' raises her
Bperrits." Success.

Incorrigible.
Lawyer Now, what did you and the
defendant talk about?
Witness Ol t'lnk about 15 minutes.
Lawyer No, no! I mean what did
you talk over?
Witness We talked over the
Can You Blame Him?

"It is said," he remarked, "that
the proportion of unmarried women in
this country grows larger every year."
"Well," she replied, "it's only nat-

ural that it should be so, seeing that
the proportion of real men grows
was smaller in this country every year."

"Ever since I can remember I
a terrible sufferer of eczema and
other Irritating skin diseases. I would
lie awake all night, and my suffering
was intolerable. A scaly humor settled on my back, and being but a
it. It
child, I naturally scratched
was a burning, Itching sensation, and
utterly Intolerable, In fact, It was so
that I could not possibly forget about
it. It did not tslte long before it
spread to my shoulders and arms, and
I was almost covered with a mass of
raw flesh on account of my scratching
It I was In Buch a condition that my
hands were tied.
"A number of physicians were call
ed, but it seemed beyond their medical power and knowledge to cure
Having tried numerous treat
me.
ments without deriving any benefit
from them, I had given myself up to
the mercy of my dreadful malady, but
I thought I would take the Cutlcura
treatment as a last resort. Words
cannot express my gratitude to the
one who created 'The Cutlcura Miracles,' as I have named them, for now
I feel as If I never suffered from even
a pimple. My disease was routed by
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment, and I
shall never cease praising the wonder
ful merits they contain. I will never
be without them, In fact, I can almost
dare any skin diseases to attack me
so long as I have Cutlcura Remedies
In the house.
I hope that this letter
will give other sufferers an Idea of
how I suffered, and also hope that
they will not pass the 'Cutlcura Life
Saving Station.'" (Signed) C. Louis
Green, 929 Chestnut St, Philadelphia,
Pa., Aug. 29, 1910.

All Over.
The Tiger What's the matter with
giraffe?
He
the
doesn't look well.
114
The Lion No, he says he feels sick
I
all over.
'
The Tiger Has a sore throat, I sup5.10 pose.

MARKETS.

Cotton.
Cotton, middling,

Servant Heavens I have knocked
the big flower pot off the window
ledge, and it struck a man on the
head.
What! My beautiful maMistress
jolica?

21
21

Eggs.
Eggs, case count, case

Times.

You Know Them.
"Is that a new hobby he is riding?"
"No; same old frayed boss. It's
the new bit and bridle that attract attention."

6.9007.00

Good hogs

Hens

Keeping Boys on the Farm
Industry DeFuture of Agricultural
penda on Better Methods in Rural
8chools.

Hogs.
'

his attention."
"That's right. Just as soon as Fortune begins to flirt with him his wife
gets jealous." Catholic Standard and

You will sneeze: nerhans feel pMllv.
You think you are catching cold. Don't
wait until you know it. Take a dose of
Hamlins Wizard Oil and you just can't
eaten com.
All Depends.

"Want a good
statesman ?"

anecdote

about

a

BurpriBe.

"Because I don't want you to be able
to say that I get all your money!"
Yonkers Statesman.
An Unnecessary System.
"You ought to have a burglar alarm
system in your house," said the electrical supply agent, "so that you will
be awakened if a burglar raises one
of the windows or opens a door at
night."
"No burglar can get in here while
we are peacefully sleeping," replied
Mr. Newpop. "We are weaning our
baby.'
E. BURTON, ASSAYER &
ll.l.h. COLORADO.

HOWARD

CHEMIST

l.K.l
Specimen prices: Gold, silver, lead. $1: cold,
75c: Kold, 50c: Tine or coDDcr. 11.
illvr.
Mailing envelopes and full price list nent on
Control and umpire work soapplication.
licited. Reference: Carbonate National Bank

DENVER

DIRECTORY

I nnir Dealer In ail kinds of HER-DUI
h LUUr (HANDLE. Mammoth raíaBlake. Denver.
los mailed free. Cor. 16th

nnu

The Colorado Roof
WATER

PROOF

SUN
PROOF

ELATERITE

your lumber dealer does not handle, orrite ior booklet "T"
der direct.
The Western Elaterlte Roofing Co.
841 Equitable Bldg., Denver. Colo.
If

Low Colonist Rates
vis

The Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad
"The Scenic Line of the World.1
Tickets on Sale March 10th

"Was he
Constipation causes and aggravates many
serious diseases. It is thoroughly cured by
Dr. Pierce s Pleasant Pelleta. The favor
ite family laxative.

It's an easy matter for a married
man to keep posted on what's going
on In his home neighborhood.
I

ONLY OKI "BROMO QflKINB."
That Is
live BROMO QUIKINS. Look fw
signature of B. W. OBOVS. L'aed Ui WaiM

Lili

If
OTWMWBnswwuimutf.

His Share.
"I wish you would tear a little piece
oft the corner of one of those bills in
your pay envelope," she said, as her
husband passed over his wages to her.
"Why, dear?" he asked with some

aN.

How a married man doesn't enjoy
listening to one aide of a spoony tele
phone conversation.
Mrs. Wlnalow'e Sootaluf Srrup for Chi Id ros
teething, soften the suma, reduces LoOim tuition, slUtya pais, cure wind colic, Bfio bottle.

i

The chap who gets a free ride in a
patrol wagon isn't carried away with
enthusiasm.

April 10th" 1911, Inc.

$25
FROM

TO

San Franclsso
Denver
Angeles
Colorado Springs
sLb Diego
Pueblo
San Jose
Florence
Marysvllle
Cation City
Sacramento
Salida
Stockton
Buena Vista
Portland
Leadvllle
Springs
Tacoma
Qlenwood
Seattle
Delta
hpokane
Grand Junction
Vancouver, B. C.
Montrose
Victoria, B. C.
Gunnison
Dally Linea of Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars will leave Denver dally via
THE DENVER & RIO GRANDE
for San Frnnciico and ge.Loa Angele
without oh an
ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CAR!
TO SAN FRANCISCO

Garfield Tea is Nature's laxative and
blood purifier; it orarcoxnas constipation
and Its many attendant ailments.

Every penny saved means one leas
pang of foreboding.

via Salt lAke City and the New Western Pacific Hallway.
full particulars, train service, resFor ervations,
etc., call on any Rio
Grande Agent, or address
FRANK A. lYADI.EIGH.
Oefteral Paasenfer Aveat, Deover. Col.

,

ART CULOS EN
PARA

CLfE?

Que escriba! y para qae? si no consisto
en la gloria la dicha; si presente
llevo en el alma que la astucia miente,
que el odio acecha y que la envidia existe.
Tu eres ejemplo vivo: tu sentiste
las hojas del laurel sobre tu frente,
y vives para todo indiferente
y estas desengañada, y estas triste.
Yo soy en mis dominios soberano,
déjame con mis sueños; soy cobarde
y dejo ociosa la robusta mano.
Que espera el libro y que la pluma aguarde,
quiza para escribir fuera temprano,
para el amor mañana sera tarde!

l

Tenemos buen papel para
encabezados de cartas para toda
La acción del senador Owen, clase de negocio, notas promisorde Oklahoma, en estorbar v re- ias y varías otras clases de
tardar la admisión de Nuevo notas.
Mexico como estado en la sesión
del Congreso que acaba de finaliEL COYOTE
zar, sin causa o razón potente o
Un senador Owens, que repre-sent- a
aaarente para ello, excepto la idea
ai senado federal al fla-- :
inoportuna e imposible de querer,
unir a Nuevo Mexico con Arizona mante estado de Oklahoma, y que
en la admisión, fue idea bastarda tiene mas de demagogo que de
estadista, y mas de Cheroqui que
y traicionera.
Nuevo Mexico estaba listo y ele Americano, f ue el instrumento
o verdugo escogido para atacar el
habia cumplido con todos los
necesarios, incluyendo la paso a la constitución de Nuevo
aprobación de su constitución por Mexico. Mas no se creia que la
el Presidente, por la cámara de voz poderosa de un "Coyote"
Representantes y reporte favora- bastara para anular la voluntad
ble de la comisión del Senado, y de la mayoría de los miembros
solamente le faltaba un paso mas augusto Senado de los Estados
y muy breve, el cual se concedía Limaos. Isada ue eso. rero a
sucede que el aullido de un
generalmente que se le permitiría
lanzado oportunamente
"Coyote"
Union,
dar para ser admitido a la
cuando esta ave infernal, el puede alarmar a muchos y en el
Senador Owen, de Oklahoma, caso presente la oportunidad y la
por ciertas influencias siniestras, hora le fueron favorables. Primcon el privilegio que tenia como ero quizo que se incluyera la
se opuso a la admisión inmediata constitución de Arizona en la resaunque no habia razón por ello, olución ratificando la de Nuevo
siguió hablando en oposición has- Mexico, y en propuesta ue echata que se llego la hora de la pror da abajo por un votación de 45
Luego empezó a
roga del Congreso, evitando con contra 39.
ello que se le concediera su de- lanzar sus aullidos en forma de
recho a Nuevo Mexico que ya objeciones que sintieron efecto
tan favorable a sus miras de
estaba listo.
que logro interrumpir el
La acción del dicho Senador ha
sido reprobada como injustia, curso regular de los procedimienmaliciosa y malvada por autori- tos, pues según las reglas del
dades muy altas de la nación, y Senada la objeción de senador
en Nuevo Mexico la detestación aplaza la consideración de una
denuncia del entremetido es gen- medida hasta el día siguiente, y
eral y absoluta, pero muy poco en esta ocasión no habia sido dos
ganara con ello, por que las mis- horas de tiempo. Revista deTaos
mas
autoridades expresan la'
opinion de que la demora serr.
R. A. Eallinger, secretario del
solamente temporaria y que Nu- Interior, la semana pasada dimi-- !
evo Mexico sera admitido en la tii de su puesto como miembro
sesión especial del Congreso que ;del gabinete del Presidente Taft,
comenzara el dia 4 de Abril prox- y W. L. Fisher, de Chicago, fue
imo. La Bandera Americana.
nombrado en su lugar.
UN

A. de Icaza.

El Señor Victor Anaya advierte :QUSHANTAB03ES DE LA
fú que le robo sus caballos, que
haga buen uso de ellos pero que
NEUTRALIDAD
po se olvide retornarlos cuando
El lunes de la semana pasada
El
ya. no tenga uso para ellos.
.Señor Anaya le dará las gracias. el mariscal de los Estados Unidos
C. M. Foraker y Don Ireneo L.
Las misas que fueron celebradas Chaves, uno de sus diputados,
la semana pasada en la plaza estuvieron en El Paso, Texas, y
vieja, fueron bien atendidas pol- trajeron de alli para la cárcel de
los feligreses. El Padre Domin- Las Cruces a 27 prisioneros,
go que fue mandado aqui por Americanos y Mexicanos quienes
el Padre Haelterman predico so- fueron arrestados queriendo, crubre diferentes asuntos y recordó zar de los Estados Unidos para
.a la gente de que estábamos en Mexico, armados, lo cual es con-- I
tiempo de Cuaresma y muchas tra de las leyes de nuetralidad
entre las dos naciones. Se supone
ítias cosas de importancia.
'que dicha partida intentaba inLos Señores Temple y McCanne gresar a los filas de los insurrecpartieron para Alamogordo el tos, bajo Madero. Fueron arressábado pasado, ellos f ueron alia tados por las tropas que vigilan
.con negocios de la acequia y en la frontera.
Serán examinados
seguida, el domingo, otros se- ante el comisionado de los Esta- ñores dueños de terrenos los si- dos Unidos, en Las Cruces.
guieron. Hasta ahora no se sabe
iue fue el procedimiento en esa
Hacemos trabajo especial en
J)laza.
obras de boletas para casamienPrecio de subscripción, al ano tos, encabezados de cartas y
51.00
circulares de toda clase.

THE

HECHO BASTARDO

Offers

Work

First-cla- ss

s

i

3

)e

part meet

Why not give y cur ciders
to the Review

We are always glad

to lend our knowledge
and assistance
Prompt work assured

IN THE FAMOUS PECOS VALLEY
160 Acres, 8 miles south of Fort Sumner,
180 Acres of fine land one mile from
4 miles from La Lande; all grubbed and Las Vegas, N. M.
ready to plant.
Las Vegas is reccommended by the
60 Acres, in Alfalfa, 3
mile3 from Ft. leading physicians to have the finest
Sumner, 10 acres in hog pasture.
climate in the United States.
Altitude
D'uu
13 Acres, adjoining townsite of Ft. Sumner,
all plowed, small house; can be platted and
About 60 Acres, 6 miles north of Las
sold as town lots, or will make an ideal loca- - Cruces, New Mexico, in the Rio Grande
tion for home and orchard, less than a mile Valley; under ditch and also under the
from business part of town.
Elephant Butte irrigation project now
40 Acres, 4 miles south of town, all being conslcted by the U. S. government
plowed, laterals and cross dithes all made.
The above tracts are all bargains,
31 Lots in McGee addition to Ft. Sumner. N0 COMMISSION TO PAY, as you buy
direct from the owners.
I also offer for sale or trade 80 Acres;
1 a,so
offer other smal! tracts in
16 in bearing orchard, large 8 room house,
d:fferent
e territory,
Parts of
out buildings, all city conveniences; city
water, beautiful lawn and shade trees; 11-- 2
Call on or write me for a list of
miles from East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
rare bargains.

13

2

The

8

Reviev Publishing Company

Telephone 18

All the above Real Estate will stand the strictest investigation; come and see for
yourself; cost you nothing to look at the property, 20 per cent less than adjoining lands

F. A. MANZANARES

Fort Sumner

P. O. Box D.

Phone

2-5-

3

New Mexico

33

For Sale
60 Acres under the main ditch. About 40 acres
is in Alfalfa.

miles from town.

All fenced and only three

Write or call at
Review, Office
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Howard Jeffries, banker's son, under
evil Influence of Robert Underwood,
fellow-studeat Yale, leads a life of
dissipation, marries the daughter of a
gambler who died in prison, and Is disowned by his father. He tries to set
work and falls. A former college chum
makes a business proposition to Howard
which requires $2,000 cash, and Howard
who had
Is broke. Robert Underwood,
been repulsed by Howard's wife, Annie,
In his college days, and had once been
ensaged to Alicia, Howard's stepmother,
and Is
has apartments at the Astru-iapparently In prosperous circumstances.
Howard recalls a $250 loan '.o Underwood
that remains unpaid, and decides to ask
him for the (2,000 he needs.

the
a

CHAPTER

III.

of How
banker, on
Riverside drive, was one of the most
striking among the many imposing
millionaire homes that line the city's
splendid water front.
Houses there
were in the immediate proximity
which we're more showy and had cost
more money, but none as completely
satisfying from, the art lover's stand
point It was the home of a man who
studied and loved the beautiful for its
own sake and not because he wanted
to astonish people with what miracles
his money could work. Occupying a
large plot on slightly elevated ground,
the bouse commanded a fine view of
the broad Hudson. Directly opposite,
across the river, busy with steam and
sailing craft, smiled the green slopes
oí New Jersey; in the purplish north
frowned the Jagged cliffs of the precipThe handsome

townhouse

ard Jeffries, the

itous Palisades.
The elder Jeffries, aristocratic descendant of an old Knickerbocker
family, was proud of his home and
had spent large sums of money in
beautifying it. Built in colonial style
of pure white marble with long
French windows and lofty columns
supporting a flat, rounded roof, surrounded

guessed how unhappy she was. She
knew that by her own indiscretion she
was in danger of loBlng all she had
won, her position in society, her place
In the affections of her husband,
everything.
When she married Mr. Jeffries it
She
was with deliberate calculation.
did not love him, but, being ambltlouB,
to
him.
deceive
she did not hesitate
He was rich, he could give her that
prominent
position in society for
The tact that
which she yearned.
she was already engaged to a man for
whom she did care did not deter her
for a moment from her set purpose,
She had met Robert Underwood years
before. He was then a college boy,
tall, handsome, clever.
She fell in
love with him and they became
As she grew more sophisticat
ed she saw the folly of their youthful
Underwood was without
Infatuation.
While
fortune, his future uncertain.
in this uncertain state of mind she
met Mr. Jeffries, then a widower, at
a reception. The banker was attracted to her and being a business man
he die! things quickly. He proposed
and was accepted, all in the brief
time of five minutes. Robert Underwood and the romance of her girlhood
were sacrificed without question when
it came to reaching a prompt decision.
She wrote Underwood a brief letter
of farewell, telling him that the action
she had taken was really for the best
Interests of them both. Underwood
made no reply and for months did not
attempt to go near her. Then he met
her in public. There was a reconciliation. He exerted the old spell on the
married woman. Cold and indifferent
to her husband, Alicia found it amusing to have her old lover paying her
court and the danger of discovery only

pocketed the money, forgetting to ac
count to the owners for the sums they
brought. The dealers demanded restitution or a settlement and Underwood,
dreading exposure, had to hustle
around to raise enough money to
make up the deficiency In order to
In this way he
avoid prosecution.
lived from day to day borrowing from
Peter to settle with Paul, and on one
or two occasions he had not been
ashamed to borrow from Mrs. Jeffries
herself.
Alicia lent the money more because
she feared ridicule than from any real
desire to oblige Underwood, She had
long since become disgusted with bim.
The man's real character was now
plainly revealed to her. He was an
adventurer, little better than a com
mon crook.
She congratulated herself on her narrow escape. Suppose
she had married him the horror of
Yet the next instant she was
it!
She had
filled with consternation.
allowed him to become so intimate
that it was difficult to break off with
him all at once. She realized that
with a man of that character the in
evitable must come. There would be
a disgraceful, scandal. She would be
mixed' up In it, her husband's eyes
would be opened to her folly, it might
ruin her entire life. She must end it
now once for all. She had already
given him to understand that their
Intimacy must cease. Now he must
stop his visits to her house and desist from trapping her friends into his
many schemes. She had written him
that morning forbidding him to come
to the house this evening. She was
done with him forever.
These thoughts were responsible for
the frown on the beautiful Mrs. Jet
fries' bejeweled brow that particular
Saturday evening. Alicia gave a sign
and was drawing on her long kid
gloves before the glass, when sudden
ly a maid entered and tendered her
Alicia knew the
mistress a note.
handwriting only too well. She tore
the letter open and read:
Dear Mrs. Jeffries: I received your let
ter telling me that my presence at your
would be distasteful to
house
you. As you can imagine, It was a great
you
understand the harm
Don't
shock.
this will do me? Everybody will notice
my absence. They will Jump to the conclusion that there ha3 been a rupture,
and my credit will Buffer Immediately
I cannot afford to let
with your friends.
this happen now. My affairs are In such
condition that it will be fatal to me. I
need your support and friendship more
than ever. I have noticed for some time

had ended it now, before It was too
late. There might have been a scandal, and that she most avoid at any
cost. Mr. Jeffries, she felt certain,
would not tolerate a scandal of any
kind.
All at once she felt something
bnush her cheek. She turned quickly,
It was her husband who had entered
the room quietly.
"Oh, Howard," she exclaimed, peev
ishly; "how you frightened me! You
shouldn't startle me like that"
man
A tall, distinguished-lookinand potntsd
ith white mustache
beard stood admiring her In silence.
His erect figure, admirably set off In
yell-cu- t
dress coat suggested the
soldier.
you doing alone here,
are
"What
dear?" he said. "I hear carriages outside. Our guests are arriving."
"Just thinking, that's all," she re
plied, evasively.
He noticed her preoccupied look
and. with some concern, he demanded:
"There's nothing to worry you, Is

by broad lawns,

shade trees and splashing fountains, it was a conspicuous landmark
for miles. The interior was full of
architectural beauty. The stately entrance hall, hung with ancestral portraits, was of noble proportions, and
a superb staircase, decorated with,
statuary, led off to tastefully decorated
the
reception rooms above.
house was brilliantly illuminated and
there was considerable activity at the
front entrance, where a footman In
smart livery stood opening the doors
of the carriages as they drove up in
quick succession.
Mrs. Jeffries' musicales were always
largely attended because she knew
the secret of making them interesting.
Her husband's wealth and her fine
house enabled her to entertain on a
liberal scale, and she was a tactful
and diplomatic hostess as well. She
not only cultivated the right kind of
people who were congenial to each
other, but she always managed to
have some guest of special distinction
whom every one was eager to meet.
Her own wide acquaintance among
the prominent operatic artists and her
husband's influential position In the
world of finance made this policy an
aml
easy way of furthering
She would always invite
bitions.
some one whom she could present as
the lion of the evening. One week it
would be a tenor from the opera house,
another time a famous violinist. In
this way she managed to create a lit
tle artistic salon on the lines of the
famous political salons In which the
brilliant women of the eighteenth cen
tury molded public opinion In France.
Alicia knew she was clever and as
she stood admiring herself In front of
a full length mirror while awaiting
the arrival of her guests she congrat
ulated herself that she had made a
success of her life. She had won those
things which most women bold dear
wealth and social position. She had
married a man she did not love, it
was true, but other women had done
that before her. If she had not
brought her husband love Bhe at least
was not a wife he need be ashamed
of. In her Paquin gown of gold cloth,
with sweeping train and a jeweled
tiara in her hair, she considered her
self handsome enough to grace any
man's home. It was indeed a beauty
which she Baw in the mirror the face
of a woman not yet 30, with the fea
tures regular and refined. The eyes
were large and dark and the mouth
and nose delicately molded. The face
Beemed academically perfect, all but
She had a cold, cal
the expression.
culating look, and a cynic might have
charged her with being heartless, of
stopping at nothing to gain her own
ends.
Alicia had every reason to
feel jubilant. She had secured a so
cial lion that all New York would talk
about no less a person than Dr.
Bernstein, the celebrated psycholo-arts- t.
the originator of the theory of
Everything
psychology.
scientific
seemed to go the way she wished ; her
musicales were the talk of the town;
her huBband bad Just presented her
with the jeweled tiara which now
graced her head; there seemed to be
nothing in the world that sne coma
not enjoy.
Yet she was not happy, and as she
gazed at the face reflected before her
in the glass she wondered if the world

little

Don't you see I'm
she replied aland drawing herself

most impatiently
away.
Before Mr. Jeffries had time to reply there was a commotion at the
other end of the reception room,
where rich tapestries screened off the
main entrance hall. The butler drew
the curtains aside.
"Mr. and Mrs. Cortwrightf" he announced loudly.
Alicia went forward, followed by
her husband, to greet her guests.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

DANGER

IN

LICKING

STAMPS

Prsctlce Has Been Known to Cause
Acute Inflammation of the
Tongue.

Was Not a Wife He

gave the Intrigue additional zest and
charm. She did not lead Underwood
to believe that he could induce her to
forget her duty to Mr. Jeffries, but
she was foolish enough to encourage
She thought
a dangerous intimacy.
she was strong enough to be able to
call a halt whenever she would be so
disposed, but as is often the case she
her powers. The inoverestimated
Underwood became
timacy grew.
bolder, claiming and obtaining special
He soon realized that he
privileges.
had the upper hand and he traded on
it. Under her patronage he was invited everywhere. He practically lived
He borrowed their
on her friends.
money and cheated them at cards.
His real character was Boon known to
all, but no one dared expose him for
fear of offending the influential Mrs.
Realizing this, Underwood
Jeffries.
until he
continued his depredations
became a sort of social highwayman.
He had no legitimate source of income, but he took a suite of apartments at the expensive Astrurla and
on credit furnished them so gorgeously that they became the talk of the
town. The magazines and newspapers devoted columns to the magnificence of their furnishings and the art
Art dealtreasures they contained.
ers all over the country offered him
liberal commissions if he would dispose of expensive objets d'art to his
friends. He entered in business relation with several firms and soon his
rooms became a veritable bazaar for
art curios of all kinds. Mrs. Jeffries'
for
friends paid exorbitant prices
some of the stuff and Underwood

Need Be Ashamed Of.

that your manner to me has changed.
Perhaps you have believed some of the
stories my enemies have circulated about
me. For the sake of our old friendship,
Alicia, don't desert me now. Remember
what I once was to you and let me come
to your reception
There's a reason why I must be seen In your house.
Yours devotedly,
ROBERT UNDERWOOD.

Alicia's

face flushed

with

anger.

Turning to the maid, Bhe said:
"There's no answer."
The girl was about to close the
door when her mistress suddenly recalled her.
"Walt a minute," she said; "I'll
write a line."
Taking from her dainty escritoire a
sheet of perfumed notepaper, she
wrote hurriedly as follows:
"If you dare to come near my house
I will have you put out by the
servants."
folding
Quickly
the note, she
crushed it into an envelope, sealed It,
handed it to the girl, and said:
"Give that to the messenger."
The servant disappeared and Alicia
resumed her work of drawing on her
gloves in front of her mirror. How
dare he write her such a letter? Was
her' house to be made the headquarters for his swindling schemes? Did
he want to cheat more of her friends?
The more she thought of all he had
done, the angrier she became. Her
eyes flashed and her bosom heaved
Indignation.
She wondered
with
what her husband, the soul of honor,
would say If he suspected that she
had permitted a man of Underwood's
character to use his home for his disShe was glad she
honest practices.

MOVED

THE SUN

BY

Immense Mass of Granite In Ohio
Cemetery Undergoes Curious
Revolutions.

An Interesting object la to be seen
tn a cemetery of Ohio a large gran
ite stone weighing two tons. In the
shape of a ball, which Is gradually
taming on Its axis. Daring the last
five years, so It Is said, this ball ha
turned a fraction over 18 lnohes.
When the ball was placed In position
an onpollshed spot six Inches In diam
eter was purposely left In the socket
of the pedestal whereon It rested. A
little later It was noted with astonishment Uutt this spot waa turning upward on the south side of the monument This curious revolution of the
polished hall, to lift which would re
quire a large derrick. Is supposed to.
be due to the sun's aotlon. In the following manner: The solar rays heat,
tag one side cause the ball to expand
to a certain degree whereas the north
,
there?"
side, which rests mostly In the shade,
"Oh, no nothing like that," she does not expand to the same extent.
thus causing the ball gradually to
said, hastily.
He looked at her closely and she shift Its position by turning.
averted her eyes. Mr. Jeffries often
wondered it he had made a mistake.
To Incline Toward Mercy.
He felt that this woman to whom hs
Jim had been far from a good boy
had given his name did not love him, during the day and toward nightfall
but his vanity as much as his pride he realized the tact fully. Being well
prevented him from acknowledging
acquainted with the workings of famit, even to himself. After all, what ily desclpllne he essayed a little di
did he care? She was a companion, plomacy.
she graced his home and looked after
"Shall you tell father about met
his creature comforts.
Perhaps no tle inquired of his mother.
reasonable man should expect any
"Certainly I shall tell him," respondthing more. Carelessly, he asked:
ed his mother, with sorrowful firm
Whom do you expect
ness.
'Ob,
the usual crowd." replied
"Shall you tell him before dinner or
Alicia, languidly.
"Dr. Bernstein is after dinner?" asked the culprit
coming you know he's quite the rags
"After dinner," was the announce
just now. He has to do with psychol ment
a
ogy and all that sort of thing."
a wiggle
"Mother," and Jim gave
So, he's your lion
is he?" of anticipation, "couldn't you have a
smiled the banker. Then he went on: blueberry pudding for his dessert?
"By the by, I met Brewster at the Couldn't you do that much for me,
club
He promised to drop mother?"
Youth's Companion.
in."
Now it was Alicia's turn to smile.
Cause and Effect
It was not everybody who could boast
"I Bee from the papers," said Daw
of having such a distinguished lawyer son, "that there is a great scarcity of
Judge Brewster on their calling chorus girls this year."
lists.
would certainly be a
"I was afraid there would be," said
success two lions instead of one. Wiggles.
"It's only another case of
For the moment she forgot her worry. cause and effect. The French cham
T am delighted that the Judge Is pagne crop has practically failed, and
coming," she exclaimed, her face lobsters are scarcer than hens' teeth
beaming. "Every one is talking about this season." Harper's Weekly.
him since his brilliant speech for the
defense in that murder case."
Among Colleagues.
The banker noted his wife's beau
"I am afraid that man speaks before
tiful, hair and the white transparency he thinks."
of her skin. His gaze lingered on the
"Impossible!"
graceful lines of her neck and bosom,
"Why?"
glittering with precious stones. An
"He never thinks."
exquisite aroma exuding from her person reached where he stood.
His WHEN RUBBERS BECOME! NECESSARY
tbe
eyes grew more ardent and, passing And your shues pinch, Allen's
powder to be shaken Into tbe shoes, is Josltbe
his arm affectionately
her thing to
around
use. Try it for Breaking in New Shoes.
Sold ererrwhera, ase. Sample ITKua. AddressA.S.
slender waist, he asked:
girl like her Olmsted, Le Hor, N. T. Von't accptany nUnUtutt,
"How does my

tiara?"
"It's very nice.
wearing it

She at Least

STONE

Do the people who Jeer at the cautious ones who refuse to lick a postage stamp as "cranks" know that there
is a defined disease known as "the
postage stamp tongue?"
This is an acute inflammation of the
tongue, directly traced to the germs to
be found on the gummed side of stamp
or envelope.
Other and more serious diseases
have been caused by this habit that Is
so universal and seems so harmless.
One throat specialist in a hospital
declares that many chronio affections
of the throat are found among persons
who have as their livelihood the addressing and stamping of envelopes.
Bad skin diseases have ben known
to follow this habit, and It has even
caused pulmonary troubles.
It Is after all but a habit, and a bad
one. It takes no more time and Is
quite as easy to moisten the stamp
with a damp Bponge or rag.
must be
Where many letters
stamped and sealed there are good patent Inventions by which the sponge
Is kept moist

Yours for uni
formity.
Yews for great
est leavening
power.
Yours for aerar
failing remits.
Years for parity.
Yonrs for economy.
Yours for every
thing that goes to
make np a strictly

high grade,
dependable

ever- -

baking

powder.
That is Calumet. Try
it once and note the improvement in your bak
ing. See how much more
economical over the high- priced trust brands, how
much better than the cheap
kinds.
and big-ca- n
Calumet is highest in quality
moderate in cost
Received Highest Award-Wo- rld's
Pure Food
Exposition,
THE ONE DEFECT.

"An heirloom," explained the farm-

boy, "Is
er's wife to her
something that has been handed down
up
man's
a
straighten
A woman can
from father to son, and In some Indesk In five minutes so effectually that stances is greatly prized."
he won't be able to find anything he
"I'd prize these heirlooms I'm wearwants In five hours.
ing," remarked the youngster, "a good
deal more if they wasn't so long In
Her Wedding March.
the legs." rv"-1"-'"- ''
Moazine.
A young girl who had never heard
"Wedding
March,"
Nu ..pparei.l Reason.
of Mendelssohn's
Reporter Colonel, you and I know
but was familiar with the more popular parody on It, was a witness to a there was money used in electing
In
an uptown
wedding cermony
How much did It cost him
You may as well tell me, for I'm going
As the betrothed
church recently.
pair walked with dignified tread to- to find out
Politician
What makes you think
ward the altar to be wed, and the organ pealed forth Mendelssohn's Inspirthere was er bribery?
plainly
Why,
Reporter
was
young
blame it, man, he
girl
ing march, the
When she arrived at her was elected.
shocked.
home Bhe told her mother of the cere-

jtiat

mony

Innocently

and

exclaimed:
they
I'm Glad I'm

'What do you think, mother,
played 'Gee

Free.'

Whiz!

Warned.
New Yorker, who,
because of his dignified outlook on
life, has sent his son, aged twelve, to
a particularly strict and proper boarding school In New England, unexpectedly visited the school last week. Ascertaining the location of his young
hopeful's room, he climbed the four
Sights of stairs necessary to reach It
and entered. On a mammoth placard suspended from a steel engravand Generals"
ing of "Washington
(presented to the youth as a Christadmiring
parent) was
by
his
mas gift
A

RHEUMATISM
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serlous-mlnde-
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the cheerful sentiment:
"Don't spit on the ceiling.
lost our ladder."

ud

3

We have

FILES CITRTO TIf S TO 14DATB T
Toar druggist will refund money if PAZO
Blind,
falls to onre any case of Itching, BOa.
BlMdlagorProtradlAaPllaslnfltoUdan.

The longer we Uve the more we
realize what we might have done but
didn't

Mnayon's Bhennuttsm Bemedy relieves
gains la the legs, arms, back, stiff oe
swollen Joints.. Contains no morpalas.
opium, cocaine or drags to deaden the
doves
pats. It neutralises tbe acid
poisons trom us
out all rueumaao
A
Prnf. MnBTOn. fiSd and
.m
arson Bts., Phils., Pa, for medical
vice, absolutely ires.

Country School for
Girls in New York City

A

But Features

see ClrjUrs
on School Park

ef Coutrtrj

Bport

of tt acres near the Hudson Rrven
Full Academia Course from Primary
upper ui
Class to uraauauon.
for Advanced Special Students.
Bio ana Art. summer osmio
tinoate admits to couace.
coacn Meets Day rupiis.

All druggists sell the famous Herb rem
Hanging cn the Wall.
edy, Garfield Tea It corrects, constipation.
"The way pictures are bung makes
such a lot of difference In the appearLoud apparel naturally proclaims
W. N. U, DENVER NO.
ance of a room," said an interior dec- the man.
orator a few days ago. "That fact is
I
every
day.
nearly
upon
me
thrust
go Into some parlors where tbe pictures are hung so high that all perspective Is lost, and the ceiling seems
The sxnreesioa oocurs so many times la letters fro ra
to be hopelessly high. Other folks
slek women, " I was completely dúeoureged.'' And there
your
Is always food reason (or the discouragement. Years OS
bang theirs so low that it hurts
pala and suffering. Doctor after doctor tried In vain.
spine to look at them, In addition to
Medicines doing no lasting good. It Is no wonder that
straining your eyes, spoiling the
the woman feels disoouraged.
beauty of the room and taking from
Thousands of these weak and sick women here found
the value of the picture.
health and courage regained es the result of the use el
"All pictures should not be bung on
the same level, as tbey so often are,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
yet all should be as nearly on the
It
level with the eyes as possible.
It establishes regularity, heals Innsmsssdon end aloers
square and oblong pictures are altertioa, and cures weakness.
nated irregularly with round and oval
IT MSUTE3 WEA MT WOMBM MTBOHQ
gained."
possible
is
effect
ones tbe best
woman

cDiscoaraged

Accounting for It
Art Lover (standing before "The
Bath") "Did you ever see such col-

or?"

Philistine. "No wonder. You must
remember that the lady ain't through
washing herself yet." Judge

nso sier

Refuse sub tirotee offered by

Slek wesson
strictly private
fee to World's
Dr. Pieree'i
bowels. Sujar-coate-

wbu.

nnsemaloas ilni (fills

for this reliable remedy.
ara Invited to consult by letter, fnt. AH orraep ondease,
and sacredly confidential. Write without fear and without
Dispensary, R. V. Pieree, M. D., Pres't, Búfalo, N. Y.
Pleasant Pellets regúlate and Invigorate stomeeh, liver end
tiny granules, easy ta take as candy.
'

Notice.
Notice.
Noticia.
PROFESSIONAL.
,
In the District Court of the Sixth
En la Corte de Distrito del Sexto
In the District Court of the Sixth
Judicial District, of the Territory
Distrito Judicial del Territorio de
DR. W. R. LOVELACÉ.
Judicial District, of the Territory
of New Mexico, In and For
Nuevo Mexico, en y por el Condado PHYSICIAN AND
of New Mexico, In and For
"Lay orne money asid for a rainy day,
,
SURGEON.
Guadalupe County.
de Guadalupe.
Guadalupe County.
and life will always be like child's play."
Office at the store of the Fort
L.
Alice
Plaintiff.
Mann,
)
)
James
I.
Klamroth,
Kemp Lumber Company,
)
vs.
ss.
Sumner Drug' Company.
Quejante. )
Plaintiff.
Frederick Mann, Defendant.)
)
Vs.
New Mexico.
Vs.
Ft Sumner,
No. 298.
Suit for Divorce.
NannieL. Klamroth, )
Thomas George Sawkins,
To
Mann,
you
Frederick
hereby
are
Demandada. )
W. T. Whitlatch,
notified that there is pending in the No. 293.
Pleito por Divorcio.
J. T. Wharton, M. D.
Defendants.
District
Guadalupe
Court
of
County,
A Nannie L. Klamrotn, Vd esta por
No. 297.
Suit to Foreclose.
Physician and Surgeon
Territory of New Mexico, the above esta notificado que la titulada acción
Material Man's Lien.
Office in Telephone Building.
To Thomas George Sawkins, and entitled action; that the said action is esta pendiente en la corte de Distrito
W. T. Whitlatch, you are hereby a Complaint by the said Alice L. Mann, del Condado de Guadalupe, Territorio
,
Phone No. 47
notified that there is pending in the of Guadalupe County, New Mexico, de Nuevo Mexico, la dicha acción es
T
M.
alleging
Sumner,
cruel
treatment,
::
N.
abuse
and
una queja por dicho James I Klamroth
District Court of Guadalupe County,
Territory of New Mexico, the above abandonment, praying for a decree of del Condado de Guadalupe, Nuevo Mexdivorce,
absolute,
from
husband
the ico, alegando Adultero, Y pide un deher
entitled action: that the said action íb
That unless you enter or creto de Divorcia de su esposa, la de
a complaint by the said Kemp Lumber defendant.
A. J. OAKES,
cause
to
be
you
appearance in mandada.
entered
Company, a corporation existing under
P. STONE, President
Que a menos que Vd. entre o cauese
will be found at his Dental
the laws of the Territory of New said tuition or before the 30th day of
Henry, Cashier Mexico, with principal office in Ros-wel- i; March, A. D. 1911, decree Pro Confesso que sea entrada su conparencia en
C.
"
Parlors in the Mclntyre
dicho pleito en o antes del dia 20 de
New Mexico, and with a branch therein will be entered against you.
Plaintiff s attorneys are Baker & April A. D. 1911, un decretode rebeldía
Building.
yard at the town of Fort Sumner,
Pardue, whose post office address
sera dado en contra suya.
New Mexico, praying for the foreclosLos Abogados del quejante son Baker
ure of a Material Man's Lien, filed by Ft. Sumner, New Mexico.
L.
the said Plaintiff in the County of Chas. P. Downs, Clerk for District & Pardue, culla dirección de Estafeta
es Fort Sumner, Nuevo Mexico.
Guadalupe, to secure the payment of Court, Guadalupe County, N. M.
LAWYER
HEtiB. R. Wright, Deputy,
Chas. P. Downs.
a certain account claimed to be be
5
Escribano de la Corte de Districto
owing said plaintiff by you for certain
Clovis,
New Mexico
33-t- 4
del Condado de Guadalupe.
materials that were bought by you
Notice For Publication
from Plaintiff's Foft Sumner Yard,
04596
to be used by you in the erection of
Notice.
Department of the Interior. U. S.
H.
certain buildings on lots no. 11 and 12, Land
Office at Fort Sumner. N. M.,
In the District Court of the Sixth
Block No. 24; as per plat of "Depot February 11th. 1911.
Judicial District, of the Territory
Attorney at Law
Against
Addition
to Sunnyside. "
.Notice is hereby given that W. Arthur
of New Mexico, in and for Guad-- "
which buildings and premises said Lien Patterson, of Dunlap, N. M., who on
alupe
County.
FORT
Sl'MNER,
- NEW MEXICO.
October
1907,
2nd,
made Homestead
was filed to secure the payment of
Section James I. K'amroth, )
entry, No. 04596, for N E
said Material account, amounting to 34, Township 2 South, Range 23 East.
Plaintiff. )
$131.20 with interests, cost of execut- N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
M. R. Baker
Vs.
ing, and foreclosure of Lien, etc., intention to make Final Commutation
Nannie L. Klamroth, )
ATTORNEY
including reasonable attorney's fee, Proof, to establish claim to the land
AT LAW.
above described, before James T. Bur
Defendant. )
Does a General Law Practice
etc. : that unless you enter or cause to ton, U. S. Commissioner, at Dunlap,
No. 293.
Suit for Dicorce.
NOTARY PUBLIC IN OFFICE.
be entered your appearance in said N. M., on the Seventeenth davW April,
To Nannie L. Klamroth, you are here
suit on or before the 30th day of March, 1911. Claimant names as witnesses:
New Mexico.
by notified that there is pending in the P'ort Sumner,
W.
K.
Kimsev.
Albert
Allen.
John
D. 1911, decree Pro Confesso there-wi- ll
Bert G. Stevens, Marion E. Dunlap, all District Court of Guadalupe County,
be rendered against you, and oi uuniap n. m.
Territory of New Mexico, the above
id houses, and your interest in the
H. D. Terrell,
Arthur E. Curren, Register. entitled cause; that the said cause is a
premises will be sold by the order of
25
Attorney at Law.
complaint by the said James I. Klamthis Court to satisfy said Plaintiff.s
roth, of Guadalupe County, New MexiPractices in State and Federal Courts
;iaim.
co, alleging adultery and praying for a
NOTICIA.
Plaintiff s attorneys are Baker and
Clovis,
N. M.
Pardue, whose Post Office address is
En la Corte de Distrito del Sexto decree of divorce from his wife the
Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
unless
you
Defendant:
or
that
enter
Distrito Judicial del Territorio de
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk.
Herb. R. Wright, Deputy.
J. E. PARDUE,
Nuevo Mexico en y por el Condado cause to be entered your appearance in
30-t- f.
said suit on or before the 20th day of
de Guadalupe.
1911,
April,
decree Pro Confesso thereAttorney
Law.
Alice L. mann, Quejante,
Incorporated
)
in will be rendered against you.
Vs.
)sí
N0TICI4.
Sumner,
Fort
Mex.
N.
Par-duPlaintiff's attorneys are Bakea&
)
En la Corte de Distrito del Sexto Frederick mann, Demandado,
office address is Ft.
whose
post
298.
No.
por
Pleito
Divorcio.
Distrito Judicial del Territoiio de
Nuevo Mexico en y por el Condado
A Frederick Mann, Ud esta por esta Sumner, New Mexico.
Coors & McHenry,
de Guadalune.
Chas. P. Downs.
notificado que la arriba titulada acción
Kemp Lumber .Company, Quejante )
Clerk
Court
for
Guadalupe
District
AT LAW
ATTORNEYS
esta pendiente en la Corte de Distrito
)
Vs.
33-t- 4
del Condado de Guadalupe, Territorio Conuty.
)
Thomas George Sawkins y
Land Office Practice a Specialty.
W. I. Whitlatch, Demandados.
)
de Nuevo Mexico, la dicha acciones una
NO, 297.
Pleito para Vender.
queja por dicha Alice L. Mann, del ConSumner and Clovis
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Derecho de Retención.
dado de Guadalupe, Nuevo Mexico, alA Thomas George Sawkins y W. T. egando
cruel tratamiento, abuso y
TIMETABLE.
C. C. HENRY
Whitlatch, Udes están por esta notifi abandono, pide un decreto de divorcio
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
cados que la arriba titulada causa ésta absolute de su marido, el demandado.
U.
S. Commissioner,
Leaves Santa Fe at 7 :30 A. M. going
pendiente en la Corte de Djstrito del Que a menos que Ud entre o cause que South.
See him if you wish U make filing c.i
Candado d Guadalupe,
Territorio sea entrada su comparicncia en dicho
Leaves Willardll:10 p.m. going south. Homestead,
Commute your filing m
de Nuevo Mexico, que la acción es una pleito en o antes del dia 30 de Marzo
Arrives at Torrance I2:EB P. M.
enter a contest.
queja de la dicha Kemp Lumber Com- A. D. 1911, un decreto de rebeldía sera
Going North.
New Mexico
Fort Sumnek,
Small
pany, una corporación que existe bajo dado en contra suya.
Leaves Torrance at 2:35 p. M. '
Nuevo
leyes
Mexico,
del
las
Los abagados del quejante son Baker
Territorio de
Williard at 4:05 p. M.
con su oficina principal en Roswell, y Pardue, culla dirección de Estafeta
FRANK N. PAGE.
Arrives at Santa Fe 8:00 P. M.
Nuevo Mexico,
y con un ramal en la es Fort Sumner, Nuevo Mexico.
Makes close connections with theBelen
U. S. Court Commissioner
Plaza del Fuerte Sumner, Nuevo Mexico,
Chas. P. Downs,
Cut-o- ff
at Williard; with the South.
New Mexico.
pidiendo que se cierre un derecho de Escribano de la Corte de Distrito del western at Torrance and with the Buchanan,
resretención, protocolado por dicho quejante Condado de Guadalupe.
Kennedy.
F.
S.
T.
A.
at
en el Condado de Guadalupe, para ase- 32
Herb R. Wr.ght, Diputado.
F. H.McBride. Chief Dispr.
ANAYA
gurar el pago de cierta cuenta reclama- ua ele ser aenida a dicho quejante por
Notice of Intention to Make Proof
Piactices Law before the Probate,
Udes por ciertos materiales qje Udes
Notice of Sale of School Bonds.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
County Commissioners, and Justice of
compraron del Patio de Madera del Land Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico.
the Peace Courts.
School District No. 20 of Guadalupe
WELBORN & MANN,
Quejante en el fuerte oumner, para March 8 1911.
New Mex.
I, Minnie Wilburn, of Ft. Sumner, County, New Mexico in pursuance of an Fort Sumner,
ser usado por Udes en la constuccion de
Mexico., who, on July 11th., 1907, election held for that purpose on June
ciertos edificios en solares Nos. 11 y 12, New
made Homestead
.ntry. No. 14633, for
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Cuadro No. 24, Según la mapa de la SW.
Section 28, Township 6 N. 30, A. D. 1910 has issued 3,500 school
Adidion de Sunnyside.
En Contra de Range 25 East, N. M. p. Meridian, here- bonds, dated November 1, 1910, due 20
cullos edificios y premisas dicho derecho by give notice of my intention to make years after date, with interest from
Final Commutation Proof, to establish date at 6 percent, payable
B.
de retención fue protocolado para ase- my
claim-t- o
the land above described,
with option to redeem at any time
gurar el pago de dicha cuenta por before C. C. Henry, U. S. CommissionPaper hanjrer see
and
Painter
raterial, montando a la suma de $131.-2- er, at his office in Ft. Sumner, New after ten years.
Notice is hereby given that the
No. 7
wall paper.
con interés, costos de ejecución y Mexico., on the 5th. day of May, 1911,
his
line
of
two of the following witnesses:
undersigned county treasurer will sell
cerrar el derecho de retención, etc. , in- byRichard
Green,
Sumner,
of
Ft.
F.
FORT
NEW MEXICO.
SUMNER,
cluyendo derechos de abogado. ' Que a New Mexico, Emory Browti, of Ft. said bonds to the highest bidder
menos que Ud comparezca o cause que Sumner. New Mexico. Jim P. Parker. therefor at hB office inSanta Rosa,
on the 8thday
of
su comparencia sea protocolada en dicho of Ft. Sumner, New Mexico, De Rose New Mexico,
F. C. HASTINGS.
P. Wilburn, of ft. Sumner, New Mex- Apritf 1911, but no bid will be
pleito en o antes del dia 30 de Marzo, ico.
Carpenter
and Builder.
90
per
less
than
cent
on
for
considered
A. D. 1911, un decreto de rebeldía sera i
Minnie Wilburn.
(Signature of claimant.) the dollar. Unconditional deposit of 10
dado en contra de Udes y dichas casas I
clss work
Does
first
per cent of amoupt bid required with
e ínteres en las premisas serán vendidos march
22. to
Right
reserved
bid.
each
is
reject Shop on south side of plaza.
por orden de esta Corte para satisfacer
any and all bids.
el reclamo de dicho quejante- N. M.
Fort Sumuer,
Notice of School Election
Witness my hand this 7th day of FebLos abogados del quejante son Baker
Notice is hereby given that on April ruary 1911.
y Pardue, culla dirección de Estafeta es
the 3d (being the first Monday) an elec
Camilo Sanchez,
Fort Sumner, lluevo Mexico.
W. HADSALL
tion will be held at the office of M. R.
Treasurer of Guadalupe County, New
Chas. P. Downs, Escribano.
81t-- 9
Baker Secretary of the School Board in Mexico.
32
Hekb. R. Wright, Diputado.
Contractor and Builder
town of Fort Sumner, New Mexico,
for the purpose of electing two School
P. O. Box 204
Notice of Sale of School Bonds.
Directore for School District No. 20
Notice of Attachment in Jat&x Court
one of such Directors to serve for the
N. M.
Fort Sumner,
School District No 6 of Guadalupe
J. M. Perry
term of two years and one of whem County, New Mexico in pursuance of
Best
Vs
shall serve for the period of three years. an
election held fof that purpose on
W. H. Hurd
Said election will be held between the
June 30, A. D. 1910, has issued $4,000
in
o'clock
forenoon
eight
the
hours
of
To the defendant W. H. Hurd:-Y- oti
1C I
school bonds, dated November 1, . 1910, Corner 4th
i
St and Sumner Ave.
are hereby notified that a suit in at and five o'clock in the afternoon.
No.
due 20 years after date, with interest
F.
A.
Manzanares,
W.
H.
been
tachment
has
Weaver, Prop.
instituted
against
6
from
semiper
payable
cent,
at
date
Mrs. R. Beaubien,
Proprietress.
Chairman.
annually, with option to redeem at any
fm by the plaintiff J. M. Parry in Jus- ,
R.
M.
Baker,
tice of the Peace Court before J. L.
time after ten years. Notice is hereby
Secretary, given that the undersigned
Lovelace Justice of the Peace in PreALLEN TRANSFER LINE
county
cinct No 12 in Guadalupe County Tertreasurer will sell said bonds to the
ritory of New Mexico and that certain
highest biddar therefor at his office in
Modern Game of Chen.
of your goods and chattels have been
Santa Rosa, Mew Mexico, on the 8th
We are livirnr in a rapid age-- an
age of progression.
Chess, as played today. Is a comparlevied upon under a writ of Attachment
The world moves and you must move with it. If vou
game, but Is the out- day of April, 1911, but no bid will be
and that unless you appear before said atively modern
considered for less than 90 per cent on
come of centuries of development.
See a chance to benefit yourself, grasp the opportunity.
Justice of the Peace on or before the earliest record of chess problems The the dollar.
Is
You can benefit yourself by calling on us for anything
8th day of April 1911 at his office in thought to be a passage In a
Unconditional Deposit of ten per cent
Persian
Fort Sumner in the above Precirtct manuscript attributed to Caliph Kallf-e- of amount bid required with each bid.
in the line of and county and there make answer to
Mutaeln Bllah, who reigned nine Right is reserved to reject any and
Purfe
Chemicals, Standard Patent
said affidavit in Attachment your prop years In Bagdad In the first of the all bids.
Does a General Drayage Business
century, A. D. If the passage
ninth
Medicines,. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles
erty will be Bold to satisfy the claim of
Witness my hand this the 7th day of Prompt
were understood It would be found to
Work at Reasonable Prices
the Plaintiff.
1911.
February,
Perfumery, Stationery and Cigars.
to a game of chess so unlike that
House
Moving a Specialty
Given under my hand this the 13th refer
Sanchez,
Camilo.
of today that the problem would
day of Marah 1911.
Allen & BkOwn, Proprietors
Treasurer of Guadalupe County,
make no Interesting appeal to any
Headquarters at the Hotel Royal,
V. M. Hunter,
9
New Mexico.
modern chess-playeFboee fcc 3,
Constable of Pre, No. 12,
r

The, First National Bank
of

FORT SUMNER,

Capital and Surplus

J.

ort

$30,000.00

D.D.S.

C

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

Harry

Patton

Your Accounts Solicited

R. PARSONS

SPRING IS COMING, AND

'

WE CARRY E;VERYRHING
THE FARMER NEEDS.:

General

Merchandise

Earickson & Co

at

PHONE

i

Fort Sumner,

10

New Mexico.

J

Fort

Tracts
of Irrigated Land for
Several

sale on easy payments
We also have two
idences for sale at a

t

A. P.

bargain.

The Real Estate Men

When in Ft. Sumner
call on them. If out of
town write. Phone
Office in 1st National
Bank Building.

J.

Wilméth

"

J.

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL.

rBESTOMOp

Be st Rooms
Reasonable
i eiepnone

Meals

Rates

8

Drug,

Ftft 5mner Drug

Co,

Palace Barber

Shop

